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76 JURY SELECTION TIPS
PREPARING FOR JURY SELECTION
1.

Voir dire begins the day the client walks through your door.

2.

Keep a voir dire notebook. Issues will arise throughout the discovery process
that will help you prepare for jury selection.

3.

Every case, like every good book, has a trial theme. The purpose of the trial
theme is to grab the jury’s attention like a newspaper uses headlines to grab
the readers’ attention.

4.

Use visual aides in voir dire. Examples would be: Explaining the burden of
proof, showing who the parties are, showing a blow-up of the location of the
accident, showing examples of some of the questions the jury will be
answering during their deliberations, etc.

5.

Trilogies are a Powerful, Permanent and Profound communication tool.

6.

Determine from the Judge the size of the panel in advance of jury selection.

7.

Determine from the Judge or other Court staff how the jurors will be seated
in the courtroom and prepare a seating chart.

8.

Once you know how many jurors the Judge intends to call, make 8½” x 11"
cards that contain the juror numbers. The jurors can hold the cards up when
answering questions during voir dire. Have the cards laminated. Consider
leaving the cards with the Court once the case is over.

9.

Liability juries and damages juries do not look the same. Decide whether
you’re looking for a liability jury or a damages jury. In our view, it is a fatal
mistake to try to combine the two because you’ll get the worst of both worlds.

10.

No matter how many cases you have tried, there are no two trials that are
exactly alike. Therefore, regardless of your experience in front of a jury,
practice your voir dire...on lay-people, not your office staff or law partners.

11.

Have someone assist you with jury selection. This person will become your
eyes and ears.
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12.

If a juror questionnaire is used, the lawyer should complete one as well. This
is another way to humanize yourself in front of the jury.

13.

Try to persuade the Judge to deal with challenges for cause at the end of voir
dire as opposed to when they arise. It is always more time efficient to do the
challenges for cause at the end of voir dire.

14.

If the Judge will not allow the use of a juror questionnaire and intends to
place unreasonable time limits on voir dire, prepare a Motion for Additional
Time to Conduct Voir Dire. To the author’s knowledge, there is not a single
published opinion on issue of time limitations in a civil case.

DRESSED FOR SUCCESS
15.

Remember the wise advice we got from our parents: First impressions are
lasting impressions; and, You never get a second chance to make a first
impression. You and your client are the center of attention and your goal is
to make a favorable and lasting first impression on the jury.

16.

Never wear power clothing during voir dire unless you have to give your
Opening Statement the same day. Power clothing should be worn when you
want the jury to focus their attention on you. Thus, Opening Statements,
critical cross-examinations and Closing Arguments are the proper time to
wear power clothing. During voir dire, warm and friendly colors should be
worn.

17.

A trial lawyer should not wear a double-breasted suit. Jurors perceive it as
too slick.

18.

Male lawyers should not wear clear polish on their nails. Jurors perceive it
as too slick.

19.

Don’t wear: Expensive jewelry, diamonds, pinky rings (or more than one ring
on each hand), earrings that dangle, fancy rings, Rolex watches, gold
bracelets, etc.

20.

All of the tips stated above apply to your clients, their spouses and your
witnesses.

21.

Never have your client wear new shoes. It is a dead giveaway that you’ve told
them what to wear.
-4-
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22.

Research has shown that jurors trust married men who wear wedding bands
more than married men who don’t wear wedding bands.

23.

Tell your clients that they are being observed from the minute they leave their
house to the time they get back home. They need to remember to act the
same way in the elevator, bathroom and hallways as they do in the courtroom.

JUROR QUESTIONNAIRE
24.

With a simple and straightforward case, your questionnaire should be no
longer than 1 or 2 pages. The more complex the issues and the more time you
have to review the questionnaires, the longer the questionnaires can be.

25.

Logically organize your questionnaire. The first section should be
biographical, the next section should be issue-specific to your case, the third
section should be psychological profile questions, and the final section
should contain questions to determine any connections jurors have to the
parties, lawyers or witnesses and any hardship issues.

26.

At least 10% of the questions should be open-ended, 10% should be scaled,
and remaining questions on the questionnaire should be the YES NO
variety.

27.

Every YES NO question should have a follow-up question (i.e., why,
please explain your answer, please tell us why you feel this way, etc.).

28.

Provide the Court with black ink pens and clipboards for the jurors.

29.

Give the Judge a diskette that contains your juror questionnaire. If the Court
has to resolve any disagreement on the questionnaire, many Judges will make
the changes right on the disk.

GENERAL VOIR DIRE PRINCIPLES
30.

During voir dire, a lawyer should only have with him/her a seating chart of the
jurors and the questions that are going to be asked of the jury.

31.

Use your seating chart to address the jurors by name rather than by juror
numbers.

-5-
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32.

Never do your voir dire from behind a podium or counsel table unless
required to do so by the Judge or local rule.

33.

Don’t flirt with jurors. The other jurors will notice it and punish you and your
client for it.

34.

Studies suggest that most people tend to favor one side over the other.
During voir dire, be sure to speak to jurors on both the left and right sides of
the courtroom. This also applies to Opening Statements and Closing
Arguments.

35.

Jurors will remember the first and last things they hear and see. This is
known as primacy and recency. Therefore, it is critically important that you
start and end your voir dire on strong points. This concept also applies to
Opening Statements, examination of witnesses and Closing Arguments.

BEGINNING YOUR VOIR DIRE
36.

Don’t talk like an attorney, talk like a person.

37.

Begin your voir dire with your trial theme.

38.

Concisely explain your theory of the case in the beginning of voir dire. The
theory of the case tells a jury, in a nutshell, why you should win. Reinforce
your theory in Opening Statements, examination of witnesses and Closing
Arguments.

39.

Before you begin questioning the panel, explain to the jurors that when
lawyers refer to bias or prejudice, they mean pre-judgement or strong
opinions. Tell the jurors that if they have any pre-judgment or strong opinions
about any of the issues, to please let you know.

40.

Let the jury know that many times jurors want to talk privately about an
answer to a question. Tell them if any juror would feel more comfortable
sharing an answer in private, that person should simply let you know.

41.

Tell the jurors there are no right ore wrong answers. All that you are asking
is that the jurors be honest and forthright. Never tell the jurors that you are
looking for 12 (or 6), “...fair and impartial jurors.” This will condition the
jurors to give the fair and impartial response rather than the honest response.
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42.

Tell your panel that, “Being a good juror and a good citizen means that if this
case is not the right one for you to serve on, just let the lawyers and Judge
know.”

43.

Tell the jurors that it’s been your experience that many jurors believe that if
they don’t talk, they won’t be selected. Then tell the jurors that the quickest
way to be selected is not to say anything. In other words, jurors who talk,
walk. Jurors who have nothing to say, stay!

44.

At some point during the beginning of voir dire , a lawyer should employ an
effective communication technique called self-disclosure. If a lawyer wants
(and expects) to learn about his/her jurors, those jurors will feel more
comfortable if the lawyer reveals something about herself/himself.

THE BODY OF VOIR DIRE
45.

If a lawyer has a habit, trait or any other characteristic that is obvious or
noticeable (i.e. stuttering, nervousness, sweating, stumbling over words, loud
voice, soft voice, object often, bald, overweight, ponytail, etc.), share that up
front with the jury. Ask one or two jurors if this habit, etc., will affect them or
cause them any discomfort if they serve on the jury in this case. This will
eliminate the distraction and allow the juror to focus on the issues.

46.

Never be condescending or dismissive to a juror.

47.

Your voir dire questions should be short, simple and to the point.

48.

Don’t ask the same question in voir dire that you ask on the questionnaire.
For example, do not ask a juror, “Where do you work?” or “How many
children do you have?”, when the juror has shared this information on his/her
questionnaire.

49.

Follow up in voir dire on information you obtain from the questionnaire.

50.

Listening is an active skill, not a passive skill. You should focus on the jurors’
answers and not worry about your next question.

51.

If you are representing the Plaintiff in a personal injury case, never end your
voir dire by talking about money. Jurors will think you are more interested in
money than justice.

-7-
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52.

Use this as a measuring stick: One open-ended question for every 15 minutes
of voir dire. Pick 4 to 6 people to specifically answer the open-ended
question, then go row by row and find out who agrees and who disagrees.

53.

Rather than asking people to raise their hands when posing a general
question to your panel, pick one juror to get the ball rolling. After that juror
answers your question, go row by row and find out, by a show of hands, who
agrees and who disagrees. Jurors who often end up serving on a jury are the
ones who don’t raise their hands...yea or nay. Those are the ones to whom
you should go back and talk. Have the person who is helping you give you a
list of the jurors who didn’t raise their hands.

54.

Resist the temptation to stereotype jurors. Jurors will make decisions based
on their value system and life experiences. Ask yourself, “What kind of life
experiences or value system must a juror have in order to be open to the
issues in my case?”

55.

Never ask a juror more than 3 questions on one topic. If you don’t reach the
point you want to get to, thank the juror and say that you may have some
more questions for him/her later.

56.

Listen and learn. Let your jurors educate each other.

57.

Some jurors constantly volunteer their answers preventing you from visiting
with other jurors. Thank the talkative juror and tell him/her you want to hear
what he/she has to say, but that you need to visit with a few others on the
panel. This will acknowledge that person’s interest while allowing you to
move on. If the juror has previously said something that would subject
him/her to a challenge for cause, tell the juror, “If you don’t mind, we are
going to visit later so we can talk at that time about this issue as well. Is that
all right with you?”

58.

If you are representing the Plaintiff, be sure to anticipate some of the issues
the defense will raise to get jurors excused for cause (i.e. sympathy, favoring
the underdog, hardship, bad experiences with companies, etc.).

59.

If you are representing the Defendant, try to rehabilitate the cause jurors
identified by the Plaintiff by explaining the applicable law and find out if the
juror’s view would prevent him/her from following the law in your case.
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60.

If a juror gives an answer that is unfavorable or could subject him/her to a
challenge for cause, thank the juror for being honest, reinforce that everyone
is entitled to an opinion and ask the juror if he/she would mind talking about
the issue in more detail a little bit later. This approach allows you to bring
closure to the issue with that particular juror and it signals to the other jurors
that you really do want to know the feelings and opinions of the jurors.

61.

Looping is another tool that is critical to effective communication. Looping
is when a juror has said something that is extremely helpful to your case. You
then want to go to another juror and say, “[Juror’s name], you just heard Mrs.
Jones say that the only way you can get a company to change their attitude
is to hit them in the pocketbook. What is your reaction to what Mrs. Jones just
said?” There are two key components to looping. First, use the name of the
juror who gave the answer. The reason you use the name is because it makes
the juror feel important or special. Second, repeat the juror’s exact words.
This will condition the other jurors to this concept. The more times a jury
hears something, the more likely they are going to believe it.

62.

If in the process of looping, a juror gives an answer you don’t like, you can go
to the juror who gave the good answer and ask him/her for a response or, you
can say to the panel, “You see, that’s the beauty of the jury system, we are all
entitled to our own opinions and beliefs. You heard Mrs. Jones say that
companies only get the message when you hit them in the pocketbook, but
Mr. Green said that money is not the appropriate answer. I want to see who
agrees with Mrs. Jones and who agrees with Mr. Green. Mr. Rodriguez, do
you agree with Mrs. Jones or Mr. Green?”

ENDING YOUR VOIR DIRE
63.

Consistent with the primacy / recency notion, you want to end your voir dire
strongly. Examples would include questions about corporate responsibility,
sending a message to the community, telling a family “no” if there is no
responsibility on the part of the defendant, etc.

64.

Another question we like to end with is to ask each and every juror a question
such as, “[Juror’s name], can you look [client’s name] in the eye and say,
Charlie, I will give you a fair trial.” It is simply amazing how jurors will react
to such a question. Some jurors will look to the Judge or opposing counsel
before answering, other jurors will give an equivocating response. Some
jurors will simply say, “Yes”, and still other jurors will look your client right
in the eye and say, “Charlie, I will give you a fair trial.”
-9-
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We have dubbed the final questions in voir dire the, “Oyster” questions. By
that we mean, you have to shuck a bunch of oysters before you find a pearl.
The same holds true with these concluding questions: “Is there anything else
you want to tell us or you feel we should know?’; “Is there any other reason
why you might not be a totally fair and impartial juror in a case like this?”;
“Now that you have had a few hours (or overnight) to think about the issues
in this case, is there anyone on the panel who feels they might be starting out
this case favoring one side or the other, or who feels for whatever reason that
they would not be totally fair, please raise your hand and let me know.”; or,
“ Is there anyone who is sitting and thinking, ‘You know, if the lawyer had only
asked me this question, he really would have found out something important
about me’.”

CHALLENGE FOR CAUSE
66.

When a juror gives an answer that could well be a challenge for cause, thank
the juror for his/her honesty and then say, “[Juror’s name], is it okay with you
if we visit (talk) some more about this later?”

67.

When a juror has expressed a strong opinion that gives rise to a challenge for
cause, ask the juror: 1) “[Juror’s name], would it be fair to say that this is a
strong opinion you have about this issue?” and, 2) “You’d agree with me that
you have had this opinion or feeling for quite some time?”

68.

When doing your challenges for cause, start by repeating the juror’s answer
and then ask why he/she feels this way. This should be the only time you ask
an open-ended question in a challenge for cause.

69.

When doing your challenge for cause, always ask closed-ended questions.

70.

Do an analogy such as this: “[Juror’s name], given the opinions you’ve shared
with us, would it be fair to say that if this were a race, we would not be
starting off even with the other side, that we would be starting a little
behind?”

71.

Conclude the challenge for cause questioning by asking the juror the
following final question: “Given the what you have just shared with us, do you
mind if I ask the judge to excuse you from serving as a juror in this case?”
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Always remember you are questioning a juror and not a witness. You never
want a juror to feel as if he/she is being cross-examined, since the jury has
the final say in the case. Some of your challenges for cause will be denied
and if you don’t have enough peremptory strikes, that juror could very well
end up serving on the case.

MISCELLANEOUS TIPS
73.

Resist the temptation of saying to the jury: “I take it from your silence. . .”;
“Can every member of the jury panel promise me that . . . “ ; “ Does anyone
have a problem with . . .” and, “Does anyone on the panel have any feelings
about . . .”.

74.

Humanize your client, even if you represent a corporation. Never refer to your
client as “...the Plaintiff (the Defendant)” or, “...my client.”

75.

Listen for jurors who use equivocating phrases such as “I think ”, “I’ll try”,
“I hope”, “I believe”, etc. While some jurors simply talk in this manner, many
other jurors will be expressing actual hesitation about the case when they use
such equivocating words. When you hear a juror express hesitation, be
certain to follow-up on the words used by the juror.

76.

Do not argue with a juror. It will send a very negative message to the other
jurors. Thus, while you can use a challenge for cause or peremptory strike to
get rid of that juror, other jurors will remember and resent you for arguing
with the juror, especially if the juror’s position seemed somewhat reasonable.
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HOW TO CONDUCT A MEANINGFUL AND EFFECTIVE
30-MINUTE VOIR DIRE

I. INTRODUCTION
“Counsel, approach the bench,” the Trial Judge says in a stern and controlling tone
of voice. The lawyers know what is coming. “It is my intent,” the Judge begins, “to limit the
voir dire to thirty minutes per side.” “But Judge...” counsel attempts to interrupt, but the
plea falls upon deaf ears. “Counsel, this is not a complicated case, and thirty minutes per
side should be more than sufficient time to conduct voir dire. Bailiff, bring in the jury
panel.” In courtrooms all across the state, lawyers are hearing these words with alarming
frequency.
When conducting the research in preparation for this article, we were stunned to find
little or no case law in civil cases on the issue of court imposed time limitations on voir dire.
Many civil courts impose time limitations, yet few lawyers fight the limitations, properly
preserve the issue or take it up on appeal. There is, however, a substantial body of case
law on this issue in criminal cases. If counsel is of the opinion that thirty (30) minutes is
unreasonable, it is imperative that a proper appellate record be made. This article will
address the various issues associated with this dilemma, and provide counsel with a
methodology for conducting a meaningful and effective 30-minute voir dire.
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II. PRE-TRIAL STRATEGY
A.

MOTION FOR ADDITIONAL TIME TO CONDUCT VOIR DIRE

During the past decade, more and more judges have been imposing time
limitations on voir dire. Counsel must anticipate this potential problem and contact the
Court at least thirty (30) days before trial to determine the policy of the Judge regarding
whether counsel’s time will be limited in voir dire. If a colleague has recently tried a
case before the Judge, find out how much time was allowed for voir dire. Has the
Judge ever allowed more time in other cases? Do other judges in the jurisdiction allow
more time for voir dire?
Armed with such information, a lawyer should prepare a Motion for Additional
Time to Conduct Voir Dire. A sample Motion and Memorandum, taken from Bennett’s
Guide to Jury Selection in Civil and Criminal Litigation (West Publishing Company), is
attached as Appendix 1 to this article. As part of the Motion, include citations to other
cases where your judge, or other judges in the jurisdiction, have allowed more time for
voir dire. As part of the citation, include the following: 1.) The style of the case; 2.)
Issues in controversy (i.e., breach of contract, product liability, personal injury, etc.); 3.)
The date the case was tried; and, 4.) The amount of time given for voir dire. Determine
if affidavits can be obtained from lawyers who will say that thirty minutes is not sufficient
to conduct voir dire in this type of case. Affidavits from former judges, people who have
previously served as jurors, or jury consultants should be considered. Remember, the
goal of the lawyer is to persuade the Judge and/or to make a full, complete and
compelling appellate record.
B.

MOTION FOR JURY QUESTIONNAIRE

The number of judges who will limit voir dire to thirty (30) minutes is growing.
On a more positive note, the number of judges who will allow a juror questionnaire is
likewise increasing. If the Judge intends to severely restrict the time allotted for voir
dire, it is imperative that a Motion for a Juror Questionnaire be filed. There are three
keys to persuading a judge to use a questionnaire:
1.
2.

3.

Questionnaires are granted in the vast majority of cases where the parties
jointly move and agree upon the questionnaire’s content;
All logistical problems associated with a questionnaire must be removed
from the over-worked and under-paid court staff. That is, the attorney
must be responsible for the preparation, administration, copying, and
dissemination of the completed questionnaires. The Court Clerk should
only be responsible for handing out the questionnaire to the potential
jurors, collecting them once they are filled out, and making sure the
originals are maintained and made part of the record; and,
Keep it short, to the point and fair to both sides. In a typical case, the
questionnaire should not exceed three (3) pages. In more complex cases,
the goal should be to have no more that five (5) pages. Rarely should a
questionnaire exceed ten (10) pages. A sample questionnaire is attached
to this article as Appendix 2.
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If the Judge has used questionnaires in other cases, obtain copies of them to
get a sense of the type and length of questionnaire the Judge has found acceptable.
Furthermore, just because a judge has never used a questionnaire in the past, do not
assume that the judge will not allow one to be used. For a more thorough discussion
on questionnaires, we would call the reader’s attention to our book, Bennett’s Guide to
Jury Selection and Trial Dynamics in Civil and Criminal Litigation, West Publishing
Company, 1993 (Updated 1995).
C.

REQUEST THAT COURT ASK QUALIFYING QUESTIONS

When the Judge has severely restricted the time for conducting voir dire, it is
essential that the attorney go right to the core of his/her jury issues. There are certain
preliminary questions that counsel should consider having the Court inquire of the jury
panel.
1.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
Section 62.102 of the Texas Government Code sets forth the
minimal requirements that a potential juror must meet:
a.
18 years of age;
b.
Resident of the County and State of Texas;
c.
Qualified to vote;
d.
Sound mind and good moral character;
e.
Is able to read and write1;
f.
Not convicted of a felony; and,
g.
Not accused of misdemeanor theft or any felony.
Presumably, when the jurors were in the general assembly room, the issue of
minimum qualifications was raised and resolved by the Clerk or Presiding Judge. On
many occasions we have seen non-qualified jurors on our panels. Either the qualifying
questions were not asked or the juror didn’t or couldn’t respond. Since an attorney is
absolutely entitled to challenge for cause any juror who is not statutorily qualified,
he/she should encourage the Judge to ask the Section 62.102 questions. If the lawyer
has limited time, he/she should not be required to use that time for the purpose of
determining if the juror is statutorily qualified. We should note that many counties send
prospective jurors a juror information card. Many of the qualifying questions are
contained on the completed juror information card. In that event, request that the
Judge ask only those questions not contained on the juror information card.

1

Section 62.103(a) of the Texas Government Code gives the trial court discretion to overlook this
requirement. See, Mercy Hospital of Laredo v. Rios, 776 S.W.2d 626 (4th Court of Appeals, 1989, writ denied)
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2.

DISQUALIFIED
Articles 62.104(b), 62.1041, and 62.105 of the Texas Government
Code set forth the criteria that may subject the juror to disqualification.
a.
62.104(b) and 62.1041:
Legal blindness or deafness may
disqualify the potential juror if the Court determines the juror
to be unfit.
b.
62.105:
A potential juror is disqualified if the juror:
i.
Is a witness in the case;
ii.
Is interested directly or indirectly in the subject matter
of the case;
iii.
Is related by consanguinity or affinity within the third
degree to any party in the case;
iv.
Has a bias or prejudice in favor of or against a party
in the case; or,
v.
Has served as a petit juror in a former trial of the
same case or in another case involving the same
questions of fact.
3.

EXEMPT
Section 62.106 of the Texas Government Code lists those jurors
who may be exempt from jury service if the juror chooses to invoke such
exemption:
a.
Over the age of 70;
b.
Has legal custody of a child under the age of 10 and jury
service will leave the child without adequate supervision;
c.
Is a student in a public or private secondary school;
d.
Is enrolled and is attending an institution of higher learning;
e.
Is an officer or employee of the legislative branch of the
state government;
f.
Has served as a juror within the past twenty-four (24)
months; or,
g.
Is the primary care giver for a person who is an invalid
unable to care for him/herself.
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OTHER PRELIMINARY MATTERS

In addition to the areas outlined above, there are several other areas the
attorney should consider asking the Judge to inquire of potential jurors:
1.
Know, heard of, worked with, hired, or done business with any of
the attorneys, parties or witnesses;
2.
Do any of the jurors own stock in the Plaintiff’s or Defendant’s
companies;2
3.
Have any of the jurors heard or read about the case;
4.
Do any of the jurors have a prepaid vacation scheduled during the
anticipated time of the trial;
5.
Would jury service cause a severe financial hardship for any of the
jurors;
6.
Do any of the jurors have a medical problem or condition that
would affect their ability to serve as a juror; or,
7.
Basic background information if juror information cards are not
provided.
E.

REQUEST THAT CHALLENGE FOR CAUSE QUESTIONING BE TAKEN UP
AT THE CONCLUSION OF VOIR DIRE

Challenges for cause can consume a great deal of time in any voir dire. In a
thirty (30) minute voir dire, proper time management is critical. If an attorney has one or
two jurors who give answers that suggest further questioning is necessary to determine
if a challenge for cause is appropriate, the questioning process can consume precious
time. Therefore, we encourage lawyers to ask the Judge if further challenge for cause
questioning can be taken up at the end of the entire voir dire. We are finding that many
judges throughout the State of Texas employ this method.
From the lawyer’s perspective, there are three essential reasons why challenge
for cause questioning should be taken up at the end of voir dire outside the presence
and hearing of the other jurors:
1.

It allows for the maximum use of the attorney’s time during voir dire
and does not interrupt his/her flow;

2.

If the attorney has a talkative juror who is subject to a challenge for
cause on one issue and the juror wants to assert his/her view on
another issue, the attorney can be polite and not offend the juror by
saying, “[Juror’s Name], I know I am cutting you off, but we will be
talking with the Judge a little later.”; and,
By doing the challenge for cause at the end, the attorney knows,

3.

2

An affirmative answer would disqualify the juror.
930 (Tex. Civ. App. - Tyler, 1966)

See, Texas Power and Light v. Adams, 404 S.W.2d
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and more importantly, the Judge knows, exactly how many jurors
are being challenged, how many unchallenged jurors are left, and
which of the challenged jurors are most likely to be excused for
cause.
There are many inherent problems with the challenge-for-cause-as-you-go
approach. For example, challenge for cause may not be time efficient, other jurors may
get bored, qualified jurors may learn how to disqualify themselves, many cases get
reversed because the judge doesn’t grant an early challenge for cause for fear there will
not be enough jurors left, etc. Therefore, counsel would be well-served in a thirty (30)
minute voir dire to ask the court to allow the additional challenge for cause questioning
to occur at the end of voir dire.
F.

PRESERVING ERROR FOR TIME LIMIT RESTRICTIONS

To preserve this issue for appeal, counsel should follow the test set forth by the
Court of Criminal Appeals in Ratliff v. State, 690 S.W.2d 597 (Tex. Crim. App. 1985). It
is essentially a three-tiered process:
1.
Counsel did not prolong voir dire by asking irrelevant, immaterial or
superfluous questions;
2.
Questions that counsel sought to ask were proper voir dire
inquiries; and,
3.
The jury included venire members whom counsel was not allowed
to examine.
The authors believe that this is a reasonable and rational test and that when the
issue is finally addressed by the Texas Supreme Court, this test (or one substantially
similar) will be adopted. When making a record, counsel must be mindful of the
following:
1.

Resist the temptation to use the bulk of time in voir dire telling the
panel about the facts and issues. Instead, ask the jurors
meaningful and relevant questions;

2.

Prior to jury selection, make a list of five (5) to ten (10) proper voir
dire questions. When informed by the Judge that time has expired,
approach the bench and ask for additional time. If that request is
denied, dictate into the record the five (5) to ten (10) questions
which were intended to be asked but, due to time limitations, were
not;
Be certain that the questions dictated into the record are: a.) proper
and appropriate to the case; b.) not covered in one’s own voir dire;
or, c.) not thoroughly explored during opposing counsel’s voir dire
or the voir dire conducted by the Court; and,
Once the jury has been selected, but before they are sworn in,

3.

4.
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approach the bench and state for the record those jurors who are
seated on the jury and were not asked any questions due to
insufficient time.
Our experience has shown that when an attorney makes it clear to the Court that
he/she is taking the time to adequately make an appellate record on the time limitation
issue, the Court will often give the attorney additional time to conduct voir dire rather
than run the risk of being reversed on appeal.

III. TRIAL STRATEGY
A.

THINK ABOUT VOIR DIRE EARLY AND OFTEN

The initial interview is the one time during the case when the attorney will be in
the same shoes as the potential jurors. An attorney’s perception of the case and the
issues may be very similar to what the jurors may be thinking and feeling. As the client
is telling you about the case for the first time, ask yourself these questions:
1.
2.
3.

What are the jury issues in this case?
What questions do I have about this case?
What portions of the case are unclear?

When jurors first hear about the case in voir dire, they will conduct a similar analysis
and evaluation.
As the case unfolds during discovery, depositions and subsequent meetings with
the client or witnesses, issues of fact and law are constantly being developed. Start
framing these issues in the form of voir dire questions. Concentrate on questions that
help your case, as well as those questions that must be asked to defuse potential
problems. For example, in a personal injury case assume the Plaintiff has a previous
medical condition. From the Defendant’s perspective, this will be viewed as a helpful
fact. From the Plaintiff’s perspective, this is a potential problem that must be discussed
and diffused during voir dire.
By using this develop-voir-dire-as-the-case-unfolds approach, the attorney is
frequently identifying issues, writing a few voir dire questions at a time, and putting
them in the voir dire file or trial notebook. Once discovery is completed, the attorney is
in a position to go through the voir dire questions he/she has accumulated and can
begin the process of prioritizing the issues that need to be covered and the voir dire
questions that will accomplish that goal.
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LEARN, DON’T TEACH

It is human nature for an attorney who has spent months preparing a case to
want to convince everyone in the courtroom that his or her position is the correct one,
and that the client is deserving of a favorable verdict. Potential jurors come to the
courtroom with a mind set that has developed over the span of many years, and seldom
(if ever) will an attorney change a juror’s mind. In fact, it is rare to change a person’s
mind and futile to try to change a person’s heart. We suggest that no valuable time be
wasted trying to convince anyone to change. Attempting to convince jurors to change
will only alienate them, shut down any possible dialogue, and encourage arguments,
one-upmanship or lying. It is the wise attorney who listens to the jurors and learns from
them.
The attorney who asks jurors questions with an I-want-to-learn-from-you attitude
will find that jurors are more willing to share their feelings or opinions when there is no
threat of a challenge or criticism. These jurors will provide the information with which
an attorney can make meaningful challenges for cause and educated peremptory
strikes, all the while encouraging the other panel members to share their opinions or
feelings because it is safe to do so.
C.

CONCENTRATE ON THE FIRST TWENTY-FOUR (24) JURORS

With voir dire time strictly limited, it is important not to use valuable time talking
to jurors who will never sit on the panel. Limit questions to the first twenty-four (24)
jurors3. If some of the first twenty-four (24) jurors will be subject to a challenge for
cause, talk to a sufficient number of jurors past juror number 24. For example, if you
feel that four (4) jurors may be subject to a challenge for cause, then talk to jurors
through number 28. The exception to this is if there is an expert who can educate the
panel on a very important point and whose number is beyond 24. Otherwise, there is
no benefit, and valuable voir dire time that could be used getting to know potential
jurors will be wasted.

3

The number of twenty-four (24) was determined as follows: a.) 12-person jury; b.) Plaintiff is entitled
to six (6) peremptory strikes; and, c.) the Defendant is entitled to six (6) peremptory strikes. If the numbers are adjusted
(i.e., county court, multiple parties, additional peremptory strikes granted, or alternates used), one should adjust the last
number of the juror with whom one speaks accordingly.
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ORDERING TOPICS

Carefully consider the order in which topics are to be presented during voir dire.
We encourage attorneys to design their voir dire order to be consistent with the
primacy/recency theory: jurors will remember the first and last thing they are told. By
following this approach, the attorney is emphasizing the strongest aspects of the case
first and last, and diffusing issues and concerns in the middle.
With this thought in mind, how do we apply this in a thirty (30) minute voir dire?
We would recommend that the attorney divide the voir dire as follows:
1.
Introduction
Two (2) minutes
2.
Overview of Case
Three (3) minutes
3.
Strong Topic
Five (5) minutes
4.
Areas of Concern
Ten (10) minutes
5.
Strongest Topic(s)
Eight (8) minutes
6.
Conclusion
Two (2) minutes
Following this format and employing the techniques contained in this article (looping, 3question rule, closure question, etc.), an attorney can generate a reasonable amount of
information on the jurors in just thirty (30) minutes.
E.

STARTING YOUR VOIR DIRE

The very first part of the voir dire process we call the Introductory Phase. The
purpose of the Introductory Phase of voir dire is to set the tone and mood for the trial.
Properly setting the tone for a case is critical if an attorney wants to conduct an
effective voir dire. Remember our fundamental rule of voir dire: LEARN, DON’T
TEACH. By allowing the prospective jurors to verbalize their opinions, attitudes and
feelings, the jurors will teach each other and the attorney will be able to intelligently
exercise challenges for cause and peremptory strikes. The key is getting the jurors to
open up, and that is accomplished by properly setting the tone.
Let’s examine the way many lawyers start their voir dire. It often begins
something like this:
“Good morning ladies and gentlemen. My name is Robert Smith, and
I am the attorney who represents the Plaintiff in this cause of action.
This is the voir dire phase of the trial. The words, voir dire, are
French, and mean, to speak the truth. During this process, I will be
asking you questions so we can find twelve fair and impartial
jurors.”
This is a typical introduction. These words, or words very similar to them, can be heard
every Monday morning in courtrooms throughout the State of Texas. The only effective
portion of this typical introduction is the first sentence, “Good morning ladies and
gentlemen.” The rest is wholly ineffective and counter-productive, especially when only
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30 minutes is allowed for voir dire. Let’s analyze the problems:
1.

“My name is Robert Smith, and I am the attorney who
represents the Plaintiff in this cause of action.” This entire
sentence is flawed. The Judge just introduced Mr. Smith, the jurors
know he is an attorney, the client has been dehumanized by being
referred to as the Plaintiff, and the sentence concludes with lawyertalk (“...this cause of action.”). Right off the bat, many jurors feel
the lawyer is wasting time or talking in a condescending manner.
Why would a lawyer want the jurors to remember his name, yet not
even say his client’s name? Instead, the first sentence out of a
lawyer’s mouth should grip the jury with the importance of the case.

2.

“This is the voir dire phase of the trial.” The concept is correct,
but the delivery is not effective. The jurors know, either by prior
jury experience, television or talking with other jurors in the jury
assembly room, that the first part of the trial is jury selection.
Lawyers must resist the temptation to begin jury selection with
words or phrases with which jurors are unfamiliar (i.e., cause of
action, voir dire, etc.).

3.

“The words, voir dire, are French, and mean, to speak the
truth.” Who cares? Have you ever been at a cocktail party and
been asked, “I’ve been wondering, what do the words voir dire
mean?” No, instead people at cocktail parties want to know, “How
can you represent someone who is guilty?” “Why do lawyers
inundate our system with frivolous lawsuits?” “How in the world
could a jury award millions for spilling a little hot coffee?” These
are more substantive, probing and problematic areas that require
our attention. Therefore, resist the teaching mode (“...voir dire
means...”), and focus on identifying the critical areas of inquiry and
formulating open-ended questions that will probe the juror’s
opinion, attitudes and feelings about the central issues.

4.

“During this process I will be asking you questions so we can
find twelve fair and impartial jurors.” In our opinion, this is the
single most damaging and destructive sentence of the entire
introduction because it will condition jurors to give responses that
are perceived as, “fair and impartial”. Lawyer Smith is sending the
jury a mixed message. On one hand, he has told the jury to be
truthful and, on the other hand, he is saying the only good juror is
the one who appears to be fair and impartial. Such a statement
provokes the jurors to give responses that create the impression of
fair and impartial, not necessarily truthful; that the appearance of
impartiality is far more important than the truth. Therefore, in the
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typical voir dire the lawyer has conditioned the jurors to give
appropriate, and not necessarily honest, responses to the
questions asked. Our goal is to obtain honest, albeit at times
painful, responses.
With these thoughts in mind, we encourage lawyers to set the tone in the
following way:
“Good morning ladies and gentlemen. I am proud to stand here with
[Client’s name] and have twelve of you decide this very important
case. In this part of the trial, we4 need to find out your feelings,
impressions or opinions about the issues in this case. I want you to
know that there are no right or wrong answers. We will be honest
with you and we ask that you be as honest as you can with us.”
This introduction is substantively the same, but it sets a much more honest and open
tone.
There is a lot more a lawyer can say at this point.5 With a thirty-minute voir dire it is
necessary to set the tone, do a brief overview of the case and get right to the questions.
F.

OVERVIEW OF THE CASE

An attorney has the right to give a brief overview of the case to the jurors. Texas
Rule of Civil Procedure 265(a) allows the attorney to, “...state to the jury briefly the
nature of the claim or defense and what the party expects to prove.” [emphasis
supplied] In Powers v. Ohio, 499 U.S. 400, 114 L.Ed.2d 660, 111 S.Ct. 1364 (1991),
the United States Supreme Court held, “...the voir dire phase of the trial is the juror’s
first introduction to the substantive factual and legal issues in a case.” Id. at p. 1371.
In our experience, the “brief overview” has often turned into the entire voir dire,
with a few ineffective closed-ended voir dire questions thrown in during the process.
The danger of the “brief overview” consuming the entire voir dire is especially great in
the thirty (30) minute time limit setting. This type of voir dire is essentially a PreOpening Statement, is not persuasive, elicits little or no information upon which to base
challenges for cause or peremptory strikes, and, in our opinion, is the primary reason
many judges now impose time limits. During voir dire, an attorney must vigilantly resist
the temptation to take charge and do all the talking. Remember our message: listen,
don’t teach; learn, don’t lecture; colloquy not soliloquy. Therefore limit the
4

In the introduction, there is a constant reference to we. The we includes the lawyer(s), as well as the
client. It is important to refer to we early and often. Hopefully, by the end of the case the we will
encompass the lawyer, the client and the jury.

5

One point worth mentioning is that if there are any sensitive or potentially embarrassing issues which
the jurors will be asked to discuss, the attorney may want to say, “Before I begin asking questions,
I want to tell you that some of the questions are in areas you might consider private, sensitive or
embarrassing. If you would feel more comfortable answering any question in private, please let me
know and I’m sure Judge Goodperson will let us talk privately.”
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overview in the thirty (30) minute voir dire to 3 - 5 minutes and then go directly into a
questioning mode.

G.

THREE TO FIVE TOPICS

In a time-limited voir dire, it is critical that topics are limited to a few of the most
important case issues. We recommend limiting voir dire to three to five of the most
important areas of the case and fully discussing these topics with as many jurors as
possible. The more an attorney talks to a juror the more the juror is likely to open up
and respond with his/her true opinions or feelings. By touching on a few meaningful
areas, the chances are increased that jurors will want to expound on their answers.
H.

TALK TO EIGHT (8) JURORS PER TOPIC

Limiting the number of topics presented to potential jurors increases the number
of jurors with whom the lawyer can talk about each subject. It is important to talk to as
many jurors as possible in order flush out the bad jurors and to have the good jurors
educate the rest of the panel. By allowing as many as eight jurors to talk on a topic, the
attorney will have established a rapport with at least the first twenty-four (24) jurors, and
have provided the panel with the views of many of their fellow jurors on a variety of
subjects. Additionally, talking to as many as eight jurors per topic allows the jurors to
do the talking which, in turn, may actually encourage the Court to extend the voir dire
time.
I.

ASK A JUROR NO MORE THAN THREE QUESTIONS AT A TIME

It is important to remember that while encouraging the jurors to talk, a lawyer
does not spend too much time with the same juror. We recommend asking the same
juror no more than three questions at one time. Asking the same juror too many
questions at once may make the other prospective jurors feel slighted or ignored. The
attorney also faces the danger of asking one question too many and making a juror feel
like he or she is being cross-examined or put on trial thus causing the juror to become
defensive or embarrassed. Too many questions may encourage a juror to react
negatively or show off and speak out just to get attention. Remember, ask a juror three
questions and move on to other jurors. If needed, one can always come back and ask
the juror another question or two.
J.

LOOPING

One of the most powerful and effective voir dire techniques is called looping.
Looping is a technique whereby an attorney asks one potential juror a specific question
and the juror responds. The lawyer then uses the juror’s name, repeats the juror’s
exact words, and then asks another juror for a reaction to what the first juror said. A
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third juror is then asked to respond to the answers given by the first two jurors6,
repeating their answers exactly and always using their names.
The benefit of this method has many facets. The jurors are educating each
other rather than the panel hearing the propaganda of the lawyers. By repeating the
juror’s exact words, any juror who disagrees is, essentially, disagreeing with another
panel member and not the attorney. Using the jurors’ names compliments the jurors
who have spent all day being treated as nameless and faceless entities, and the
attorney becomes the one person who has recognized the jurors as people. The jurors
will feel that they are held in positive regard and that their answers are valued. This
technique makes the jurors more likely to share honest feelings and opinions, and is the
single greatest tool in encouraging a roomful of strangers to talk about their honest
opinions or feelings.
Looping is also an effective way to deal with bad answers. Following a bad
answer, a lawyer should thank and praise the juror for the answer. The attorney should
explain to the juror and the entire panel that the purpose of voir dire is to learn what
people’s opinions and feelings about certain subjects are, that the beauty of our system
is that everyone is entitled to their opinions, and that there are no right or wrong
answers, just honest ones. The attorney can then determine how many jurors agree or
disagree with the view expressed by that particular juror. Jurors who share a similar
opinion or feeling can be identified. Once the attorney has determined this group of
potentially bad jurors, he or she can then focus on jurors who are good on this issue
[i.e. they disagree with the previous (and bad) answer]. Opposing viewpoints can then
be discussed. By handling a bad answer in this manner, the lawyer has identified
potential problem jurors, maintained or increased credibility, encouraged further candor
from the jurors, and has once again segued back to positive ground by having the good
jurors educate the panel.
K.

THE THREE “E’s”

As explained earlier, far too many attorneys begin the jury selection process by
explaining to the panel that voir dire is derived from a French term meaning to speak
the truth. We suggest that voir dire is more than this. Voir dire is an invaluable time
during which lawyers should concentrate on what we refer to as the three “E’s”: 1.)
Elicit information; 2.) Establish rapport; and, 3.) Educate by having the jurors teach
each other.
To elicit information from potential jurors, lawyers must first make it easy for the
jurors to open up and share important and personal information. Therefore, we suggest
lawyers open lines of communication by briefly sharing important and personal
information about themselves. We call this self-disclosure. If an attorney wants jurors
to share personal information, he/she must be ready, willing and able to do the same.
6

We have referred to this as the double loop.
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Rapport means harmony, understanding and camaraderie. Rapport is
established between an attorney and a jury by asking meaningful questions and not
being judgmental. Establishing rapport with the jurors is another powerful tool of an
effective voir dire. After all is said and done in a close case the jury usually listens to,
remembers, and ultimately sides with, the lawyer with whom they have formed a bond.
As with any relationship, the foundation of the relationship built between an attorney
and his/her jurors begins with honesty and trust. The jurors will feel that if the lawyer
was honest and trusting enough to share the case with them (warts and all), the lawyer
will be truthful throughout the presentation of the case. For the attorney, the reward for
this veracity comes when the jurors respond honestly and candidly.
Educating the panel is a critical aspect of an effective voir dire and should be
done by other members of the panel rather than the lawyer. A lawyer should ask openended questions which will require jurors to talk about any experience or knowledge in a
particular area connected to the case. The panel will more likely believe and remember
information and knowledge shared with them by one of their peers, than they will if that
same information comes from the attorney.
L.

CLOSURE QUESTION

As a general rule, we do not advocate asking general questions to the entire
venire. Many times, when a probing and meaningful question is asked in a group
setting, jurors are reluctant to answer. For example, in this day and age many potential
jurors have opinions and feelings on punitive damages, frivolous lawsuits, and the
awarding of money for pain and suffering or mental anguish. Too many times we have
heard a lawyer say to the jury panel, “Does any member of the jury panel have feelings
or opinions about awarding money for pain and suffering?” We know that many jurors
have strong feelings and opinions on this topic and will usually share this information
when asked on an individual basis. What often happens in a group setting is that no
one will raise their hand. General questions to the panel will only encourage the most
outspoken jurors to participate. These jurors are just looking for the opportunity to
speak their minds. Our goal is to get the other jurors to talk. Therefore, we recommend
that an attorney ask specific jurors specific questions until such time as the attorney is
ready to bring the topic to a conclusion. That is the time to ask the entire venire the
closure question, “We have heard quite a few of your fellow jurors say they feel a
person should be entitled to money for mental anguish. Are there any members of the
jury panel who feel differently or disagree? There is nothing wrong with disagreeing,
but we need to know, so please raise your hand.” Conversely, if the prior jurors said
that a person should not be awarded money for mental anguish, it would be time to ask
a series of questions in the following manner:
“Before we leave this topic, I need to ask you as a group, how many of
you agree and disagree with Mr. Gray and Ms. Dodson. First, how many
jurors agree? Please raise your hands.”
After recording the names and numbers of the jurors who disagree, ask:
“How many jurors disagree with Mr. Gray and Ms. Dodson?”
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Again, record the jurors’ names and numbers. This time go back and ask these jurors
why they disagree. This will reinforce the third prong (self-education) of our Three E’s
theory.
Finally, some jurors will not raise their hands at all. Pick two or three jurors and
say:
“[Juror’s Name], I noticed that you didn’t raise your hand. What is your
feeling or opinion about compensating a person for mental anguish?”
Flushing out that information brings closure to the topic. It is time to segue into the next
area by saying to the panel, “Now I want to ask you some questions about [new topic].”

M.

THREE VOIR DIRE PROBLEMS - “MOST JURORS DON’T TALK; A FEW
TALK TOO MUCH; SOME DON’T TELL THE TRUTH!”

Our company (Cathy E. Bennett & Associates, Inc.) has been assisting lawyers
with jury selection for twenty-two (22) years. During the hundreds of trials in which we
have participated, we have identified three fundamental problems with voir dire:
1.
Jurors don’t talk;
2.
A few jurors talk too much; and,
3.
Some jurors don’t tell the truth!
The best trial lawyers have come to the conclusion that the most effective voir
dire occurs when it is the jurors who do most of the talking. Most of the commentators
and pundits assert that voir dire is an opportunity for the lawyer to persuade the jurors.
In our view, an effective voir dire is an opportunity for the jurors to persuade each other
on the merits of the case.
A key ingredient in solving the first problem is to properly set the tone7, and then
directs specific questions to specific jurors. The second problem is minimized when an
attorney uses this interactive approach to voir dire. There are three options available
for handling a juror who constantly raises his/her hand and volunteers information:
1.
If the information is helpful, let the juror talk and then use the information
by looping;8
2.
If the information identifies the juror as a potential challenge for cause (or
peremptory strike), say to the juror, “[Juror’s name], I appreciate your
answer. If it is okay with you, we would like to talk to you later in more
detail with the Judge.” This way, when the juror subsequently raises
7

The tone is set in the Introductory phase of voir dire . (See the heading entitled, “Starting Your Voir
Dire.”) Our method is to tell the jurors that there are no right or wrong answers, only honest ones and that the lawyer
will ask questions and not give speeches or lecture to the jury.
8

For more information on this concept, see the heading entitled, “Looping”.
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his/her hand, the answer can be cut off by saying, “[Juror’s Name], we’ll
talk to you about this as well”, then move on to another juror; and,
If the juror is a potential strike and is deep in the panel and may not be
reached say, “[Juror’s Name], as you can tell, the Judge has brought in
more jurors than we will need. What I am saying is that we will probably
not get to you. However, I appreciate your raising your hand, and if we
think we may reach you, I will come back to you.” The attorney is then
free to go on to another juror, has eliminated the problem, and has not
alienated the juror (or any other of the other jurors) in the process.

The third problem (jurors who don’t tell the truth) requires an understanding of
why the juror is not being candid. Some of the reasons why this occurs are because:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The juror is afraid of being stigmatized;
The juror’s feelings conflict with his/her self-perception;
The juror has an agenda; or,
The juror would rather avoid the issue than confront it.

Being a good listener and carefully observing the juror’s non-verbal
communication will help the lawyer identify those jurors who are not being candid. The
attorney (or the consultant) must try and identify why the juror is reluctant to be honest.
An empathetic approach may flush out the answer. The lawyer should consider asking
such questions as:
1.
I sense some hesitation in your answer. It is absolutely okay to have
some hesitations or reservations; I just need to know;
2.
How would you feel if you were chosen to be on this jury;
3.
Have you ever held a different view on this issue; or,
4.
What is another view that some other jurors might have on this issue?
The reality is that every jury panel has at least one juror who is not being honest.
Since time is limited, make some attempt at determining why the juror is not being
candid. Ask questions in an empathetic (not confrontational) manner. Many times we
have heard jurors say, “Well, to be honest with you...” Those very words can save a
precious peremptory strike.
N.

TOP 10 QUESTIONS AND PHRASES ATTORNEYS SHOULD NEVER USE

Most of this article is devoted to the techniques or methodology an attorney
should use during a thirty (30) minute voir dire. After participating in many trials and
reading dozens of voir dire transcripts, we have assembled our Top 10 Questions and
Phrases Attorneys Should Never Use in Voir Dire:
10.
9.

Do you understand that the law says...?
I take it from your silence that no one disagrees with the
proposition that...?
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6.
5.
4.

Does anyone have a problem with...?
Will you keep an open mind and not decide this case until you have
heard all the evidence?
Can you set aside your bias and decide the case on the facts?
Has anyone formed an opinion about...?
Can every one of you be a fair and impartial juror in a case like

3.
2.

Will you promise me that...?
I trust you will agree...?

this?

And the Number One Question attorneys should absolutely NEVER ask as a voir dire
question to the entire panel is:
1.

Do any members of the panel have any feelings about...?

Just remember, regardless of a person’s gender, age, race, education, income,
occupation, or national origin, everyone has feelings. Some jurors are more willing to
express their feelings, while others have a harder time doing so. The question to ask is,
“What feelings do you have [Juror’s Name] about...?”

IV. CONCLUSION
While an unlimited voir dire is an ideal situation, more often than not unlimited
voir dire is not a reality. Although many judges do not impose such extreme time
limitations, a 30-minute voir dire is not at all uncommon. However, a 30-minute voir dire
does not have to be a death-blow to a case if each of those 30 minutes is treated as if
they are an attorney’s precious last dime. As one would plan a budget down to the last
expenditure, so should an attorney budget voir dire time wisely to make sure that not
one second is spent frivolously. To insure that each voir dire minute counts, the
attorney should plan his/her voir dire strategy well in advance of trial; thinking carefully
about what to ask, whom to ask, and how to ask only the most important questions.
Finally, and most importantly, remember the theme of this article: Ask questions, don’t
give speeches; learn, don’t teach; and, if you like the answer, loop it!
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7I. Motion for Additional Time to Conduct Voir Dire in Texas District Court
With Memorandum of Law in Support of the Motion9

STATE OF TEXAS

§

vs.

§

IN THE DISTRICT COURT
JUDICIAL

DISTRICT
§

COUNTY, TEXAS

MOTION FOR ADDITIONAL TIME TO CONDUCT VOIR DIRE
TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT:
NOW COMES, the Defendant, _______, who by and through his undersigned
counsel and pursuant to the 6th and 14th Amendments to the United States
Constitution and Article I, Section 9 of the Texas Constitution and files this his Motion
For Additional Time to Conduct Voir Dire and in support will show the following:
I.

SAMPLE

That the Defendant, _______, is presently charged with the offense of [Charge of

Defendant].

II.

That in order to render reasonably effective assistance of counsel and assure the
Defendant, _______, that he receives a fair and impartial jury trial, it is necessary for
undersigned counsel to extensively voir dire the jury panel on certain principles of law,
burden of proof, defenses, bias or prejudice which a potential juror may harbor.
Adequate time to voir dire the jury is essential to counsel's intelligent exercise of the
peremptory challenges.
III.
That undersigned counsel is prepared to proffer to the Court a list of questions it
intends to present to the jurors, thereby demonstrating that said questions are not
9

BENNETT, CATHY E., AND HIRSCHHORN, ROBERT B., Bennett’s Guide to Jury Selection and Trial
Dynamics in Civil and Criminal Litigation (1995 Appendices Volume), St. Paul: West Publishing Company (1-800-6229266).
APPENDIX 1
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irrelevant, immaterial or repetitious.
IV.
That undersigned counsel specifically requests no more than three hours per side to
voir dire the jury.
V.
That to unreasonably limit the time for voir dire will deny the Defendant a fair trial
and effective assistance of counsel as guaranteed by the United States and Texas
Constitutions.
VI.
That Defendant's request is reasonable in light of the Court of Criminal Appeals
decisions in De La Rosa v. State, 414 S.W.2d 668 (Court of Criminal Appeals 1967) [20
minutes for voir dire was found to be unreasonable]; Clark v. State, 608 S.W.2d 667

SAMPLE

(Court of Criminal Appeals 1980) [trial court reversibly erred in unduly restricting the
extent of voir dire examinations in that Defendant could not intelligently exercise his
right to make peremptory challenges].

WHEREFORE PREMISES CONSIDERED, the Defendant, _______, respectfully
prays
the Honorable Court grant this Motion For Additional Time To Conduct Voir Dire in
order that the Defendant be entitled to voir dire for a period of up to three hours and for
such other and further relief as this Honorable Court deems necessary and just.
Respectfully submitted,
____________________________
[ATTORNEY’S NAME]
Attorney for Defendant
____________________________
[ATTORNEY’S NAME]
[ATTORNEY’S ADDRESS
and PHONE NUMBER]
T.B. #
APPENDIX 1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion has been hand
delivered to the District Attorney's Office,
Texas on this

day of

County Court Courthouse,

, 19

,

.

____________________________
[ATTORNEY’S NAME]

ORDER
On this the

day of

, 19

, the foregoing Motion was duly

presented to the Court and after due consideration, the Court is of the opinion that the
same should be and it is hereby:
(GRANTED)

(DENIED)

SAMPLE
JUDGE PRESIDING

••••••••••••••••••••••••••

STATE OF TEXAS

§

vs.

§

IN THE DISTRICT COURT
JUDICIAL

DISTRICT
§

COUNTY, TEXAS

MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF THE MOTION
FOR ADDITIONAL TIME TO CONDUCT VOIR DIRE
TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT:
ARGUMENT AND AUTHORITIES
The right to be represented by counsel, guaranteed by Article I, Section 10 of the
Texas Constitution, encompasses the right of counsel to effectively question members
of the jury panel in order to intelligently exercise his peremptory challenges. Mathis v.
State, 576 S.W.2d 835, 836 (Tex.Cr.App.1979). Often times there is a natural tendency
APPENDIX 1
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on the part of the trial court to place an arbitrary time restriction on voir dire. McManus
v. State, 591 S.W.2d 505 (Tex.Cr.App.1979). Cognizant of the propensity for these two
principles to conflict, the Court of Criminal Appeals has set forth a criteria to be
followed.
In determining whether the trial court unreasonably restricted the time to conduct
voir dire, the Court has adopted a two-pronged analysis: 1) were the questions proper;
and, 2) did counsel seek to indefinitely prolong the voir dire. Ratliff v. State, 690 S.W.2d
597 (Tex.Cr.App.1985 en banc.).
The precise issue addressed by the Court in Ratliff was whether the trial court
abused its discretion by limiting the Defendant's entire voir dire to one hour and
thirty-five minutes. Speaking for the majority of the Court, Judge W.C. Davis found that

SAMPLE

such a restriction was unreasonable:

"Various and unpredictable considerations such as the complexity of the
case or the make-up of the venire may prolong a voir dire examination.
Challenges for cause and discussions at the bench can contribute to a

lengthy voir dire examination. In the instant case appellant was . . . forced
to expend additional time examining three or four jurors before the bench
due to challenges for cause. He also had to question some jurors more
than others because of their responses to his questions that were directed
at the whole venire. "Ratliff v. State, supra at p. 600 (attached hereto as
Exhibit # 1).
The Ratliff opinion demonstrates the Court's acute awareness of the dilemma
confronting counsel who seeks to conduct a thorough examination of the veniremen. To
intelligently exercise her or his peremptory challenges, counsel must elicit information
from each individual juror and develop a rapport with that person [See, Bennett’s
Psychological Methods of Jury Selection in the Typical Criminal Case attached hereto
APPENDIX 1
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as Exhibit # 2]. In even the simplest felony case, counsel's brief explanation of
principles of law, followed by questions such as: 1) can you consider the full range of
punishment; 2) have you ever been the victim of a crime; 3) whether family or close
friend is in law enforcement; 4) whether they could render a verdict based solely upon
the evidence; 5) whether they have a bias or prejudice against the Defendant; and, 6)
general background information regarding education, prior employment, military
service, membership in organizations, etc., could last well in excess of an hour or two.
When counsel prepares a proper or thorough voir dire, controversial issues are raised
which necessitate bench conferences, and objections to challenges for cause, all of
which attribute to necessarily prolonging the jury selection process. This is a small price
to pay to assure the accused that he receives a fair trial. The case law substantiates
this proposition.

SAMPLE
Ratliff is the most recent reaffirmation of a string of recent cases which have

reversed convictions due to unreasonable limitation of voir dire examination. In Thomas
v. State, 658 S.W.2d 175 (Tex.Cr.App.1983) (attached hereto as Exhibit # 3), the
Appellant's conviction was reversed because the time limitation placed upon the
examination deprived counsel of the opportunity to ask relevant questions to individual
jurors who were ultimately selected on the jury:
"Because it is impossible to know beforehand how many prospective
jurors may require significant examination for clarification of their points of
view, no safe prediction of time required for voir dire can be made. Thus,
although hindsight may reveal, as it did in Whitaker, that limitation of voir
dire was not reasonable and was not an abuse of discretion in light of how
voir dire actually proceeded, the very unpredictability of what voir dire will
reveal makes it impossible to say beforehand that any particular time
period will not reveal itself to be unreasonable as the events of voir dire
APPENDIX 1
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unfold." Thomas v. State, supra, at p. 76.
In Thomas, the Court made reference to the Whitaker decision. There the Court held
that the fifty (50) minute time limitation was not an abuse of discretion because the
appellate record failed to reveal whether or not the jury was composed entirely from
individuals that counsel had individually examined. Whitaker v. State, 658 S.W.2d 781
(Tex.Cr.App.1983).
Finally, in Clark v. State, 608 S.W.2d 667 (Tex.Cr.App.1980) and De LaRosa v.
State, 414 S.W.2d 668 (Tex.Cr.App.1967) the Court of Criminal Appeals held that the
trial court abused its discretion by limiting voir dire to a mere thirty (30) minutes:
"In view of the trial court's arbitrary time limitation on appellant's voir
dire which consisted almost entirely of relevant, material and necessary

SAMPLE
questions, and in view of the trial court's refusal to allow appellant to ask a
proper question about a proper area of inquiry, we concluded that the
court erred in depriving appellant of a valuable right to intelligently

exercise his peremptory challenges and thus abused its discretion." Clark
v. State, supra, at p. 70.

In determining what constitutes a reasonable limitation on voir dire, it must be noted
that the appellate court has never relied on the range of punishment as the determining
factor. Instead, the Court has employed a more logical yardstick: did counsel use his or
her time in an effective manner by asking proper and relevant questions?
Applied sub judice, counsel does not seek a limitless voir dire examination. Counsel
has proposed proper and relevant questions which she desires to propound to the jury
panel, some generally and some individually. The central issue in this case involves
. This area of inquiry will undoubtedly generate very strong opinions by members
of the jury. To effectively represent the accused and intelligently exercise her
peremptory challenges, counsel will be required to delve into dialogue with many of the
APPENDIX 1
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jurors. This will necessitate extra time with those jurors who express an opinion on this
hotly contested public issue.
WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, counsel respectfully prays that this
Honorable Court grant counsel's request that voir dire not be limited to forty-five (45)
minutes, but rather that counsel be given sufficient time to ask relevant and proper
questions to each juror individually and for such other further relief as this Honorable
Court deems necessary and just.

Respectfully submitted,
[ATTORNEY’S NAME]
Attorney for Defendant

[ATTORNEY’S NAME]
[ATTORNEY’S ADDRESS
& PHONE NUMBER]
T.B. #

SAMPLE

APPENDIX 1
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JUROR QUESTIONNAIRE
1.

Full Name:

Age:

2.

Place of Birth:

3.

In what other cities or states have you lived?

4.

Where do you work (if unemployed or retired, where did you work)?

5.

Length of Employment:

6.

What are your main job responsibilities?

7.

What jobs have you held in the past?

8.

Have you ever been responsible for supervising, hiring or firing employees?  YES 

Job Description:

NO
9.

How far did you go in school [if college, please name the school(s) and degree(s)]?

10.

What is your marital status?

SAMPLE

If married, for how long?

11.

How many times have you been married?

Regarding your spouse, ex-spouse or the person with whom you are living, what is this
person's occupation if unemployed or retired, where did this person work?

12.

What jobs has this person held in the past?

13.

How far did this person go in school [if college, please name school(s) and degree(s)]?

14.

Please list the sex, age and occupation for each of your:
CHILDREN

Sex

Age

APPENDIX 1

Occupation

STEP-CHILDREN
Sex

Age

Occupation
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Have you attended any seminars, courses or had training in any of the following areas:
Accounting, business, finance, insurance, management, marriage/family counseling,
psychology, real estate, or law?  YES  NO If YES, what seminars, courses or
training?

16.

Have you, any family member or friend ever worked for any law enforcement agency?
 YES  NO If YES, please explain :

17.

Have you, any family member or friend ever held a job that involved investigating
claims?
 YES  NO If YES, please explain :

18.

Have you or any family member ever owned a business?  YES  NO If YES, what type

SAMPLE

of business?
19.

If the business is no longer open, why was it sold or closed?

20.

Have you or anyone you know ever worked for an attorney or law firm?  YES  NO
If YES, what attorney or law firm?

21.

Have you or any family member ever hired an attorney?  YES  NO If YES, please
explain:

22.

Do you know any attorneys on a personal or professional basis?  YES  NO If YES,
whom do you know and how do you know that person?

23.

Have you or any family member ever been involved in a lawsuit?  YES  NO If YES,
please explain:

APPENDIX 2
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24.

25.

Have you ever served as a juror in a:
a.

What type of case(s) was it?

b.

Did you reach a verdict(s)?

c.

What was the verdict(s)?

d.

Were you the foreperson?

Chapter 9

 Criminal case

 YES

 NO

 YES

 NO

 Civil case

Have you, any family member or friend ever worked for or done business with
[Company Name]?  YES  NO If YES, please explain:

26.

Have you ever worked for or done business with any company involved in property
management?  YES  NO If YES, please explain:

27.

What duty or obligation does a property management company have to the tenants of
the building?

28.

SAMPLE

What responsibility does an employer have for the behavior of employees while they are
on working at their job?

29.

What duty or obligation does an employer have to thoroughly screen and check
prospective employees before hiring them?

30.

What are your feelings about holding an employer responsible for the actions of
employees?

31.

While working, if an employee intentionally hurts or harms another person should the
employer be held responsible?  YES  NO

32.

WHY DO YOU FEEL THIS WAY?

Have you, any family member or friend ever been the victim of a crime?  YES

 NO

If YES, please explain:

APPENDIX 2
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Have you or any family member been the victim of a crime that was committed on, or
been injured on, someone else’s property?  YES  NO If YES, please explain:

34.

Has anyone ever been injured or been the victim of a crime while on your property?
 YES  NO If YES, please explain:

35.

Have you or any family member been injured by or been the victim of a crime committed
by someone who was on the job at the time?  YES  NO If YES, please explain:

36.

Have you, any family member or close friend ever been the victim of any type of sexual
assault?  YES  NO If YES, please explain:

37.

How would you define sexual assault?

38.

Have you ever heard of a situation where a person was sexually assaulted but did not

SAMPLE

immediately report the incident?  YES  NO If YES, why didn’t that person report the
incident right away?

39.

Have you ever known of a situation where a person claimed to have been sexually
assaulted and the person who was accused of the assault claimed that the other person
consented?  YES  NO If YES, what was your reaction to that situation?

40.

Do you know anyone who falsely claimed to have been a victim of a sexual assault?
 YES  NO If YES, what were your feelings about that situation?

APPENDIX 2
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Do you know anyone who was allegedly sexually assaulted and later brought a civil
suit?
 YES  NO If YES, what were your feelings about that situation?

42.

Have you heard or read of any cases where a person claimed to have been sexually
assaulted and then sued the company whose employee she claims sexually assaulted
her?  YES  NO If YES, what were your thoughts, feelings or opinions about that
situation?

43.

In a case where an individual has been allegedly sexually assaulted and is suing the
employer of the person she claims sexually assaulted her, would you start out favoring:

SAMPLE
 the Individual

 the Employer

 Neither

PLEASE EXPLAIN YOUR ANSWER:

44.

Have you, any family member or close friend ever worked or volunteered at any rape
crisis center, crisis hotline, shelter for abused women, or any similar organization? 
YES  NO If YES, please tell us which organization(s) and why you/they chose to work
or volunteer?

45.

Have you, any family member or close friend ever worked or trained as a psychologist,
psychiatrist, social worker, counselor, or in any related area?  YES  NO If YES,
please explain:

APPENDIX 2
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Have you, any family member or close friend ever sought treatment for anxiety,
depression, or other emotional difficulties?  YES  NO If YES, please explain:

47.

Do you know anyone who suffers from Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)?
 YES  NO If YES, please explain:

48.

There has been a lot of discussion lately about tort reform (limiting the amount of
damages that can be awarded in lawsuits). What are your feelings about tort reform?

49.

At the end of this case, the Court may instruct the jury to consider certain damages.

SAMPLE

If supported by the evidence, could you award damages for:
Physical Pain

 YES  NO

Mental Anguish

 YES  NO

Medical Expenses

 YES  NO

Lost Income

 YES  NO

PLEASE EXPLAIN YOUR ANSWER:

50.

What are your feelings about compensating a victim of sexual assault for physical pain?

51.

What are your feelings about compensating a victim of sexual assault for mental
anguish?

APPENDIX 2
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Punitive damages are assessed, at the discretion of the jury, to punish or set an
example. Under what circumstances, if any, do you feel punitive damages are
appropriate in a case like this?

53.

Please list the newspapers, magazines, professional journals, or periodicals to which
you subscribe or regularly read?

54.

Please list any civic, social, professional, or religious organizations to which you now
belong or have belonged in the past:

55.

How many hours a week do you spend watching television?

56.

Please list your 3 favorite television shows: (1)

57.

58.

SAMPLE

(2)

(3)

Please list the 3 people you admire most:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Please list the 3 people you admire least:

(1)

(2)

(3)

59.

Please list the one person you feel most influenced your life and tell us why:

60.

Which of the following bests describes you? [Please check (U) all that apply]:
 Cheap

 Cerebral

 Compassionate  Emotional

 Empathetic

 Generous

 Judgmental

 Logical

 Old-fashioned

 Opinionated

 Practical

 Private

 Selfish

 Sensitive

 Sentimental

 Strict

 Technical

 Visceral

 Other
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61.

What do you enjoy doing in your spare time?

62.

Is there anything that you feel is important for the parties to know about you?
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Goals and Practical Tips for Voir Dire
Lisa A. Blue†
Robert B. Hirschhorn††
Abstract
The authors, seasoned trial attorneys and jury consultants, supply the
practitioner with invaluable insight into the critical arena of jury selection.
This Article not only discusses six goals for successful voir dire, it also
supplies the reader with specific practice tips gleaned from the authors’
collective experience.

Introduction
Too many lawyers walk into court totally cold the day they plan to select a jury for
their case. They have not done enough preparation or planning, nor have they given any
serious thought to the kind of jury that they want. These lawyers have no idea how the
judge conducts voir dire; they have no knowledge about the length of the voir dire, how
many jurors will be summoned, or how the judge generally rules on hardships.
More often than not, these lawyers lose.
The lawyer who comes to voir dire better prepared will have the upper hand during
jury selection. A prepared lawyer is less likely to be caught off-guard by some surprise
judicial ruling or local court rule. More importantly, a prepared lawyer makes for a happier
judge, and a happier judge means more leeway in conducting voir dire.
The question is, when do you start? Simply put, it is never too early to start planning
for voir dire.

† B.S.Ed. (1973), University of Georgia; Ed.S. (1976), University of Virginia; M.Ed. (1976), University of
Virginia; Ph.D. (1978), North Texas State University; J.D. (1980), South Texas College of Law. Dr. Blue is a
psychologist and trial attorney, specializing in toxic tort litigation, with the law firm of Baron & Budd in Dallas,
Texas. She has tried over 175 criminal and civil cases to verdict. Her civil trials have included issues such as
asbestos, TCE, carbon disulfide, radiation, and other toxic substances.
†† B.A. (1978), cum laude, Clark University; J.D. (1981), St. Mary’s University School of Law. Mr. Hirschhorn
is a jury and trial consultant and is the president of Cathy E. Bennett & Associates, Inc., in Lewisville, Texas.
His firm primarily works on civil cases for both plaintiff and defendants. For further information, see their web
page at www.cebjury.com.
This Article is an adaptation of a chapter from a forthcoming book by the authors.
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I. Goals of Voir Dire
With the importance of voir dire clearly established, we are constantly astounded
at how many lawyers begin jury selection without any goals to accomplish. Voir dire may
be the most important aspect of the trial, and yet lawyers either enter jury selection totally
unprepared or use the same structure and format they use in virtually every case. All too
often lawyers think they can conduct an “off the cuff” voir dire, but this approach lacks
focus and creativity. The lawyer’s goals or objectives are rarely reached as the time for voir
dire slips away. Unfortunately, clients often suffer the consequences of this cavalier
approach used by trial attorneys.
There are six goals that a lawyer should pursue as part of voir dire. Although every
case and jury selection is unique, these six goals will help any lawyer do a better job of
identifying and questioning potentially good and bad jurors for her case. The goals help
give an attorney focus and direction to accomplish her end mission: To seat a jury that will
give her client a fair trial. These goals are equally effective in both civil and criminal cases.
Additionally, judges would also benefit from knowing, understanding, and appreciating
these goals.
Reviewing each of these goals as they pertain to each individual case will not only
help you seat a better jury, but will also make you more focused on the case you will be
presenting to that jury. In turn, you will become more comfortable during the voir dire
process and may also become a better trial lawyer.

A. Goal #1:
Identify Bad Jurors for This Case
Identifying bad jurors is not always as easy as one might think. In fact, a bad juror
for one case may be a very favorable juror for a case you will be trying two weeks later.
Simply put, a bad juror is someone whose belief system does not fit with the issues in the
case at hand. For example, Lisa’s husband Fred is a former President of the Association of
Trial Lawyers of America and has been a plaintiff’s lawyer since the early 1970s. Yet Lisa
would be a great juror for the defense in a medical malpractice case. Why? Because her
father and brother are both physicians. Another example would involve a potential juror
who lost her husband in a car accident. Conventional wisdom by both plaintiff and defense
lawyers is that this potential juror would be favorable to the plaintiff and unfavorable to the
defense. However, when the attorney learns more about this potential juror, he may find
that this person did not sue, or if there was a lawsuit, she sought money only for medical
bills and funeral expenses, thus making her a more favorable juror for the defense.
In order to identify a bad juror for a given case, you have to think about the type
of jury you want. For example, are you looking for a jury that will be favorable toward
assessing damages?
In a criminal case, a good “reasonable doubt juror” may not be favorable to a
psychiatric defense such as insanity. In addition, in a civil case, a good “liability juror” may
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not be as favorable on the issue of damages. Yet many lawyers make the mistake of
putting both types of jurors on the jury and typically end up with the worst characteristics
of both. For example, good “liability jurors” may be talked out of finding liability by the
good “damages jurors.” Another alternative is that the jury may find liability but then reach
a compromise verdict on damages because the good damages jurors agree to liability as
long as the good liability jurors agree to keep the damages low.
The point is that you should determine what kind of jury you want as early as
possible. Do you want a liability jury, or is your goal to get the best possible damages jury?
For example, in the first Firestone tire case to go to trial against Ford Motor Company1, the
plaintiff’s attorney made a conscious decision to pick a liability jury. The reason for this was
that the lawyer wanted to definitively establish Ford’s culpability. A finding of liability by a
jury would help all future cases that she and other lawyers around the country had against
Ford.
Sometimes a lawyer will want a strong liability jury because the damages will speak
for themselves. For example, a lawyer might want to pick a strong damages jury in a
medical malpractice case where the plaintiff has a strong proximate cause case but is weak
on the issue of damages. In a recent case, the lawyers picked a damages jury, with the
understanding that the jury might not find in their favor on proximate cause. But if the
jury did so find, the damages would be substantial. The damages jury was chosen and
returned a very large monetary verdict for the plaintiff.
As another example, a defense lawyer may realize that his case is weak on issues
of liability. As a result, he will want to pick a jury that is more inclined to award the
minimum amount of damages. In a plane crash case, the airline will often admit liability so
that the jury does not hear the horrific facts concerning the crash. This technique limits the
amount of damages awarded by the jury. Assuming there is no punitive damages claim,
a defense lawyer should consider this strategy in cases where the facts will clearly establish
liability on the part of the defendant. Conceding liability allows the defense to focus on
selecting a jury who would be favorable to the defendant on the issue of damages.
To achieve this objective, you must know and understand your case completely. In
fact, you must also know and understand your opposition’s case as well. This level of
comprehension can only improve your abilities and successes in trial.
Once you determine whether you desire a liability or a damages jury, your next step
is to prepare the specific questions to ask prospective jurors that will uncover their
attitudes and belief systems. One way to achieve this goal is to use scaled questions.
An example of a scaled question is: “If a company does something wrong and a
person suffers harm or injury because of the company’s conduct, how important is it that
the company be held responsible for that conduct?” Then you give the prospective jurors
options: very important, important, somewhat important, or not important at all. Another
way to ask a scaled question is to read a statement and determine how strongly individual
panel members feel about the statement. For example, the statement could be: “People

1

Gonzales v. Ford Motor Co., 2000-08-3598-A (Dist. Ct. Cameron County, Texas, Sept. 11, 2001).
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in America are too quick to sue.” You then ask each potential juror which of the following
options best describe their opinion of this statement: strongly agree, agree, somewhat
agree, strongly disagree, disagree, or somewhat disagree. A scaled question gives you
some sense of the prospective juror’s belief system.
A lawyer can use this same kind of questioning format to determine how
comfortable the jurors will be with the key liability or damages issues in your case. For
example, you might ask prospective jurors: “How comfortable would you be awarding
millions of dollars to a plaintiff?” Again, you should give panel members a range from very
comfortable to very uncomfortable. But remember, just because a prospective juror is very
comfortable with awarding millions of dollars if the award is supported by the evidence that
does not necessarily mean the person would be a good juror for finding liability.
In criminal cases, this format is equally important and effective. You can ask the
panel members how strongly they agree or disagree with certain legal principles such as
the requirement of proof beyond a reasonable doubt, or whether a person indicted by a
grand jury is guilty, or whether a defendant should be required to testify. Again, the range
or responses should be from strongly agree to strongly disagree. If the prospective juror
says, “I can’t answer because I don’t have enough facts” or “I don’t have enough
information and your statement is too general,” this could indicate the person may be: (1)
skeptical, (2) distrusting, (3) detail-oriented, (4) critical, or (5) hostile.
How important is a lawyer’s gut reaction to individual panel members? If the
lawyer’s gut feeling is that she does not like the prospective juror, it is very likely that the
prospective juror does not like the lawyer as well. One question to ask yourself when
determining whether to seat or strike a prospective juror is: “Do I want to look at this
person every single day of the trial?”
Another question you should ask yourself is: “At the end of this trial, would I feel
comfortable calling or meeting with this juror?” Additionally, you should ask: “Would this
juror be comfortable talking to me?” If your sense is that the juror would not be willing to
talk afterwards about the case, there is a very good chance that this juror is not good for
your case. If you believe the juror would not listen or talk to you after the trial, how can
you expect the juror to talk to you during voir dire or reasonably expect the juror to listen
to you throughout the trial?
So, how do you determine a good or bad juror? Much of it, quite honestly, is a
feeling from the heart. The lawyer should analyze prospective jurors, doing so both
cerebrally and viscerally.
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B. Goal #2:
Get the Jurors to Do Most of the Talking
The only way to know if prospective jurors are good or bad for your case is to get
them to talk about themselves, their ideas, and their feelings. To accomplish this goal, you
need to convince prospective jurors to talk to you in the same way a psychotherapist is
trained to convince a patient to talk - make the patient feel comfortable in the therapist’s
environment. Therefore, you should make the prospective jurors comfortable in your
environment, the courtroom.
Although jury communication is similar to therapy, there is one big difference. In
therapy, the psychologist can try multiple times to break through with the patient. In voir
dire, you have only one shot. If you do not make the prospective juror feel comfortable
talking to you during voir dire, you do not get a second or third bite at the apple. You must
figure out the best way to get the panel members to open up immediately.
There are some very specific techniques lawyers can use to compel people to talk.
(No, knuckle-busting is not one of them. Neither are threats that the jurors will be locked
up for weeks if they do not cooperate - though many of us have wanted to try that a few
times in our careers.) Remember a basic concept as you work to get prospective jurors to
open up: always use jury-friendly language, words that jurors can relate to and
understand.

1.

Make Statements You Know Jurors Are Thinking

The best way to get prospective jurors to open up is to start by making statements
that you know they are already thinking. For example, you can acknowledge a prospective
juror’s fear of public speaking by saying, “I know people don’t like to speak in groups, but
let me tell you why it is important that you tell both sides how you feel about certain
issues.” Another technique for encouraging jurors to start talking is self-disclosure on your
part. This is the Gerry Spence approach - “I’ll show you mine, if you’ll shoe me yours.”2
This is a very effective technique for getting people to open up. Self-disclosure and telling
the jury panel something personal about yourself will make potential jurors feel more
comfortable sharing personal information about themselves.
PRACTICE TIP: Tell the panel members what some of your biases are to make it easier
for prospective jurors to share their biases. For example, Lisa could say, “I used to
prosecute cases against organized crime and therefore would be biased in a criminal case
because of my life experiences.” This technique actually shows jurors that it is okay to
express bias.

2

GERRY SPENCE, HOW TO ARGUE AND WIN EVERY TIME 135-52 (1995).
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Reinforce Juror Responses

Another terrific psychological principle that you can use to make people feel
comfortable in opening up is to reinforce whatever response a panel member gives. This
technique is called deconditioning.3 Use the concept of deconditioning to tell the
prospective juror that it is a good thing to voice his opinions, even if the comments are
negative toward your side; doing so encourages other jurors to open up and say how they
really feel about the issues.
The idea is that, even if a prospective juror attacks the lawyer personally or attacks
the case with a response to a questions, the lawyer answers back in a way that encourages
honest statements and opinions. If a prospective juror says, “I think all plaintiff’s lawyers
are ambulance chasers,” many attorneys would become defensive and either argue with,
verbally attack, or worse yet, cross-examine the potential juror. Nothing a prospective juror
could say would justify a verbal attack by the attorney. A more effective way to handle this
situation, and others like it, is to say to the juror, “[Juror’s Name], I want to thank you for
your honesty. You are doing exactly what we lawyers and the judge want (or have asked)
you to do. The beauty of our legal system is not only that each person is entitled to her
beliefs, but that she is encouraged to express them. So thank you for doing just that. Now,
who else on the jury panel agrees with what [Juror’s name] expressed?”
PRACTICE TIP: In most jurisdictions and with most judges, this response may not be
sufficient to challenge a potential juror for cause. You may want to get more specific
responses from the prospective juror that show he has a true bias or prejudice and could
not be a fair juror in this particular case.
By contrast, if you become abrasive or combative with a prospective juror who
expresses negative feelings or opinions towards your case, this will dissuade other panel
members from talking and opening up. The detrimental impact of a negative reaction will
not just affect the individual juror with whom you are communicating. The rest of the panel
will likely conclude that you, the lawyer, do not want to hear honest responses from the
panel members.
You must be very careful in terms of the messages you send to the rest of the
potential jurors when one of them gives you an honest but negative answer about your
case or any of the issues in your case. The danger is that the other members of the jury
panel will notice and punish you if you come across as judgmental in responding to their
answers. The potential jurors will feel that they should not express such opinions and will
harbor them internally. However, you can bet that those negative feelings will resurface
again - during jury deliberations, which can be devastating to your case and your client.
In comparing voir dire to therapy, a negative response to a panel member’s
statement would be like a therapist ridiculing a patient who makes a very honest and
3

See Lisa A. Blue, How to Improve Your Chances for Selecting a Favorable Jury: Proven Psychological
Principles to Use During Voir Dire to Uncover Juror Bias, 1 Ann. 2001 ATLA-CLE 1152 (2001) (stating that
“[d]econditioning basically means that the more one is exposed to a particular stimulus, the weaker the response
becomes”).
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personal disclosure during therapy. Instead of encouraging or comforting the patient, the
therapist says to the person, “Well, that was a pretty stupid thing to do, don’t you think?”
We know that this kind of reaction is not going to accomplish our goal of convincing
potential jurors to open up to us during voir dire.
Voir dire should be more like an old-time revival: Once you get the first sinner to
come forward, the rest of the flock will follow. The trick is getting that first panel member
to open up.

3.

Praise Honest Answers

A good technique to get more potential jurors to speak up is to praise them when
they are honest. Psychologists say that the number one fear in America is the fear of public
speaking. Fear of public speaking comes in ahead of death and snakes. So, when a
prospective juror has the courage to speak up and say something personal, you must
embrace the answer, thank the person, and encourage the other potential jurors to do the
same. Make those persons who open up, and their answers, an example for all the other
panel members to follow.
A brilliant way to make the potential jurors open up is to state: “Do you know who
ends up on the jury? It is the people who don’t talk to us during jury selection.” That
statement always motivates people to speak up, especially those who do not want to serve.
It is an excellent catalyst to get bad jurors off since the psychological idea is that, if people
really do not want to serve, they probably will not be good jurors for either side.
PRACTICE TIP: This question should come in the early portion of voir dire. The reason
is that you want potential jurors to open up early in the process so that you have an
opportunity to learn as much as possible about the panel members.
What is the psychological reasoning for why prospective jurors will not open up and
speak in public? Because jurors’ life experience, in school and work, is: “If I keep my
mouth shut, I will stay below the radar.” Potential jurors remember thinking, “If I sit in the
back of the class and do not raise my hand, the teacher will not call on me.” Even in the
military, people do not raise their hands and volunteer for extra assignments or duties.
Drawing on these experiences, potential jurors think that if they do not speak up, they will
not be noticed, will get out of jury service, and will get to go home more quickly. Lawyers
should say to potential jurors that sitting quietly will not work as a strategy to avoid being
chosen to serve. Tell them that the people who talk, the people whom the lawyers can
learn something about are more likely to be excused from serving as jurors. A good line
to consider using is, “Those who talk, walk. Those who have nothing to say, stay.”
PRACTICE TIP: Be sensitive to how the judge will respond to this statement. If you can
incorporate this statement or something similar to it in the voir dire, it helps the
prospective jurors to understand how important it is that they open up.
Also, lawyers should never tell the panel members that they are looking for jurors
who are fair and impartial. Such a statement will condition the potential jurors to think their
answers should reflect your desire that they be fair and impartial. Instead, you should tell
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the jury panel that everyone wants potential jurors who are going to be open and honest.
It is critical for the lawyer to encourage the judge to instruct the jury panel to be
completely honest with the attorneys and the judge in answering questions.
PRACTICE TIP: Consider gesturing towards the judge when saying the words,
“everyone wants....”

4.

Interactive Participation

Another great technique is one we have learned from video games: interactive
participation. People like to participate. The way to encourage interactive participation is
to let the panel members give the answer rather than supply the answer for them. For
example, to convey a point about bias and prejudice, do not just make the statement to
the prospective jurors that former President Bush has a bias against broccoli. Make it more
interactive by asking a question that requires their involvement: “Does anybody remember
the vegetable that President Bush (the father) doesn’t like?” This way, the jurors are
interacting with you.
PRACTICE TIP: Consider using this example as a segue into a discussion about bias
and prejudice regarding case issues. The point of this example is that, if a president can
have a bias or prejudice, so can everyday citizens.
Keep in mind that it is more powerful and more meaningful when a person makes
a statement himself, as opposed to another person saying it for him. When potential jurors
say things that are good for your case, the statement is in their own words and they take
much more pride in the ownership of that statement.
PRACTICE TIP: Plaintiff’s counsel should ask the panel: “Why is it important for
companies to put adequate warnings on dangerous products?” Using potential jurors’
responses in your closing argument is much more powerful because they are concepts the
jurors themselves have stated.

5.

Explain the Importance of Jurors’ Answers

Finally, it is always wise to explain to the jury panel why it is important that they
talk. Explaining why something is important has more significance than merely stating that
it is important. For example, a parent telling a teenage driver to stop at a stop sign or slow
down around sharp curves may not register as important. But if the parent explains that
the consequences of not stopping at the stop sign or slowing down around curves are that
he could be in an accident or even die, then the reality of the instructions hit home.
Tell potential jurors the reason why it is important for them to open up and say how
they really feel about issues. Explain that, if potential jurors do not speak up, they may be
selected to serve on a jury in a case in which they cannot be fair. Having jurors with a bias
or prejudice about issues in the case is unfair to the jurors and the parties. Potential jurors
should be made to understand that the whole point of speaking out is so that the attorneys
and the judge can decide if this is really “the right case for you.”
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C. Goal #3:
Get the Bad Jurors Sent Home
Have you ever tried pulling a dog on a leash when the dog does not want to come?
It is much easier to figure out the direction the dog wants to go and take the dog there.
Such is the dilemma for many lawyers in voir dire. Instead of making jury selection a walk
in the park, it becomes a painful and feared trip to the veterinarian’s office.

1.

Encourage Honest Answers

The point here is to get panel members excused whom you have identified as bad
for your case. Arguing or fighting with the panel member to establish a for-cause strike is
not the best nor the most effective method. Rather than making this individual feel like he
has said something wrong, thank the juror. Tell him that one of the great privileges we
have living in this country is that we are all entitled to our own opinions. Sometimes that
means we are going to disagree with the law or have a bias or prejudgment about certain
issues. There certainly is nothing wrong with that.
PRACTICE TIP: When a potential juror gives a “bad answer,” the lawyer should thank
and praise that person for her honesty and then use the answer to find out who else has
the same or similar feelings.
The truth is, there are no bad answers in voir dire. If a potential juror gives a socalled “bad answer,” that juror is someone you probably want to get rid of anyway. So, in
reality, the bad answer is a very good answer. The more you reinforce and praise a
venireman who has given the bad answer, the more likely it is that this person will continue
to make honest statements in open court about her biases and prejudices in the case. This
will encourage other panel members to do the same.
Remember, the goal here is to have the prospective bad juror removed without
having to use a peremptory strike. You are in much better shape any time you do not have
to use a peremptory strike on a potentially bad prospective juror. Peremptory strikes are
truly precious. Lawyers never have enough, no matter what jurisdiction you are in.

2.

Read and Utilize Body Language

A vast majority of communication by the potential juror during voir dire is
nonverbal.4 Pay close attention not just to what the person says but how she says it. You
learn much more with your eyes than with your ears. A panel member who says she can
be fair but makes poor eye contact calls into question the sincerity of her response. Even
when a prospective juror gives a bad answer, subtly nod your head to reaffirm, praise, and
4

Lisa A. Blue, Mirroring, Proxemics, Nonverbal Communication, and Other Psychological Tools, 1 Ann.2001
ATLA-CLE 153 (2001). “Nonverbal communication, or body language, is a popular psychological term referring to a
person’s gestures and their inherent meanings.” Id.
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assure the panel member. Such a positive nonverbal gesture will encourage continued
truthful responses from the jury panel.
In a situation where a potential juror has given a “bad answer,” you should follow
up by saying: “Sir, I want to thank you for sharing that with us. So you would agree with
me that, if there is a case with that kind of issue, you would start out with a leaning or
prejudging, what lawyers call a bias or prejudice?” At the same time that you are asking
the question, subtly nod your head affirmatively. The prospective juror picks up the answer
with his eyes and brain before he hears all the words. The potential juror’s subconscious
is saying, “answer yes to this question.” This helps the prospective juror because it is what
he is feeling inside anyway. A subtle nod says “it is okay to say what you feel.” Therapists
use this technique to encourage patients to express their feelings. The patient’s eyes and
brain have already seen what the right answer is, so they are more inclined to give their
honest feeling or opinion.

3.

Use One Juror to Find Others

The next step is to praise and thank this potential juror, then use this answer to find
out how many other members of the panel have similar feelings or opinions. We call this
“mirroring.” Once the bad juror has publicly stated a bias, simply ask who else on the panel
has similar feelings or agrees with the first juror. In effect, you are using a psychological
technique of mirroring one juror to get others excluded. Use the bad juror as a messenger
to evoke responses in those members of panel who have similar feelings.
If a lawyer stands up in a courtroom and says, “Is there anyone here who cannot
award millions of dollars for pain and suffering even if supported by the evidence?”, not
many people will raise their hand. But a fellow member of the jury panel may say
something like, “With all due respect, even if supported by the evidence, I just don’t
believe in awarding millions of dollars for pain and suffering.” The lawyer should then thank
the person for her honesty and immediately ask, “Who else agrees?” A substantially greater
number of people will come forward.
More panel members will agree with the words of “one of their own” than with
words supplied by a lawyer. The lawyer is an advocate, a hired gun, an interested and
vested party to the litigation. The potential jurors may or may not agree with the attorney,
but they certainly do not identify with him. But when panel members hear one of their own
admit to something, they are much more inclined to open up and agree with a fellow
potential juror. In jury selection, the messenger is just as important as the message.

4.

Know Your “Magic Language”

One of the most difficult things about jury selection is knowing the “magic language”
of your jurisdiction. “Magic language” means the words that must be used to get a
prospective juror excused for cause. Even if you ask a great question, the answer may not
be enough in your jurisdiction to have a prospective juror excused for cause. For example,
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if you ask how many panel members could not award millions of dollars in a personal injury
case, and several of them admit they could not, that response may be insufficient in some
jurisdictions to have those potential jurors excused. Instead, you need to add the magic
words to the question, such as:
1.
“...even if the evidence calls for it?”
2.
“So even if the Court instructed you as to the law on this issue, you would
still be unable to follow that law?”
3.
“So it would be fair to say that on this issue, you would start the trial with a
prejudgment or leaning, what lawyers refer to as a bias or prejudice?”
4.
“Would it be fair to say that you feel so strongly about this, it would be
difficult for you to set your opinion aside on this issue?”
5.
“You are telling the Court that this is not the right case for you, given your
opinions on this (these) issue(s)?”
These magic words are so important because, in some jurisdictions, judges may
attempt to rehabilitate potential jurors who have expressed bias or prejudice. You must
anticipate and preempt the judge’s ability to rehabilitate potential jurors who give
unfavorable responses. For example, you might say to the prospective juror, “I anticipate
that the judge may ask you if you could set aside your opinion and belief and decide this
case on the evidence. What I hear you saying is that you could not. Is that fair to say?”
Saying that you anticipate what the judge may ask has the potential for upsetting the
judge. Thus, another option is to say to the potential juror, “So no matter who asked you,
it would be fair to say that you could not set aside this strong opinion or belief that you
hold?”
Additionally, appellate courts in many jurisdictions give wide latitude to the trial
judge in determining if the evidence was sufficient that a potential juror could not have
awarded damages because of her belief system. However, the case law in most
jurisdictions is very strong in requiring the dismissal of prospective jurors who say they
would not award damages “even if the evidence calls for it.” Adding this magic language
may be an important distinction for the record in case there is an appeal.
“Bias” and “prejudice” are two other magic words in many jurisdictions. Case law
in Texas says that a potential juror who expresses a bias or prejudice against a party or an
issue cannot be rehabilitated.5 Instead, that potential juror should be excused for cause.
Check the case law in your jurisdiction regarding the words a panel member must say in
order to be excused for cause.6 You must know whether a prospective juror can be

5

See, e.g., Sheperd v. Ledford, 926 S.W.2d 405 (Tex. 1996); Compton v. Henrie, 364 S.W.2d 179 (Tex.
1963); Feldman v. State, 71 S.W.2d 738, 744 (Tex. Crim. App. 2002) (noting that a panel member can be excused
for cause if the law is “explained...and he...[is] asked whether he can follow that law regardless of his personal
views”).
6

See Knop v. McCain, 561 So.2d 229, 232 (Ala. 1989) (finding prospective jurors should have been
disqualified for statements such as people sue too quickly and evidence must be “overwhelming” to award damages);
State v. Munson, 129 Ariz. 441, 443-44, 631 P.2d 1099, 1101-02 (Ct. App. 1981) (holding the trial court properly
allowed jurors who had opinions about interracial relationships but said they could be fair); Jones v. State, 264 Ark.
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935, 936, 576 S.W.2d 198, 199 (1979) (not excusing a juror with a mistaken view of the law but who would follow
the law as explained by the court); People v. Bittaker, 48 Cal. 3d 1046, 1089-90, 774 P.2d 659, 683, 259 Cal. Rptr.
630, 654 (1989) (holding the trial court erred in allowing a prospective juror who worked at a rape crisis center and
did not believe she could be impartial); People v. Sandoval, 706 P.2d 802, 803-04 (Colo. Ct. App. 1985) (reversing the
trial court for allowing a juror who blamed the defendant for interrupting his vacation); Johnson v. New Britain Gen.
Hosp., 203 Conn. 570, 582-83, 525 A.2d 1319, 1326 (1987) (stating a juror’s abstract bias against a class of litigants
does not necessarily disqualify him if he can be impartial); Card v. United States, 776 A.2d 581, 586 (D.C. 2001)
(stating a juror may be stricken for religious or other beliefs that would deter his ability to apply the law); State v.
Cohen, 604 A.2d 846, 855-56 (Del. 1992) (ruling that a prospective juror in a capital case should be excused if his
views would impair the performance of his duties); Sydleman v. Benson, 463 So.2d 533, 533 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App.
1985) (stating challenges to potential jurors’ impartiality should be resolved in favor of excusing the juror); Robinson
v. State, 258 Ga. 279, 280, 368 S.E.2d 513, 514 (1988) (holding the trial court properly excused a juror who said he
could not fairly decide the case on the evidence because of his religious beliefs); State v. Cardus, 86 Haw. 426, 438,
949 P.2d 1047, 1059 (Ct. App. 1997) (holding the trial court properly allowed a juror whose prior experience as a
juror was negative but said he could be fair); State v. Hairston, 133 Idaho 496, 507, 988 P.2d 1170, 1181 (1999)
(upholding the trial court for allowing a juror who said he resented the justice system but could be fair); Flynn v.
Edmonds, 236 Ill. App. 3d 770, 780, 602 N.E.2d 880, 886-87, 176 Ill. Dec. 934, 940 (Ct. App. 1992) (ruling that a
prospective juror’s concern about a high damage award was not cause for discharge); Smith v. State, 730 N.E.2d
705, 708 (Ind. 2000) (stating a juror who said he would be distracted by personal business matters did not have to
be excused); State v. Verge, 34 P.3d 449, 455 (Kan. 2001) (ruling the defendant was not harmed by a juror who
expressed opinions about racial violence); Mabe v. Commonwealth, 884 S.W.2d 668, 671 (Ky. 1994) (stating the test
is whether a juror “can conform his views to...the law and render a fair and impartial verdict”); State v. Wiley, 614
So.2d 862, 867 (La. Ct. App. 1993) (stating a juror’s religious belief that one person cannot judge another justified
excusing for cause); Commonwealth v. Austin, 73 Mass. 51, 52 (1856) (holding jurors who state an opinion against
the law on which the prosecution is founded may be excused; State v. Melanson, 804 A.2d 394, 398 (Me. 2002)
(stating the trial judge has sole authority to determine if a juror can be impartial); People v. Roupe, 150 Mich. App.
469, 475, 389 N.W.2d 449, 453 (Ct. App. 1986) (finding the trial court erred by not dismissing a juror who said he
“did not care for black people” but could be impartial); Martin v. State, 592 So. 2d 987, 988 (Miss. 1991) (stating that
a “clear showing” a juror could not follow the court’s instructions must exist); Hunt v. State, 321 Md. 387, 418, 583
A.2d 218, 233 (1990) (stating prospective jurors should not be excused for “abstract beliefs”); State v. Chastain, 285
Mont. 61, 64, 947 P.2d 57, 59 (1997) (stating a prospective juror must be excused if actual bias is discovered); State
v. McHenry, 247 Neb. 167, 175, 525 N.W.2d 620, 627 (1995) (excusing a prospective juror who said she could not
set aside her religious beliefs to render a verdict); State v. Rideout, 43 N.H. 363, 365, 725 A.2d 8, 10 (1999) (stating
the trial court has a duty to discern a juror’s indifference once impartiality is questioned); State v. Singletary, 80 N.J.
55, 64, 402 A.2d 203, 208 (1979) (stating a recent victim of a crime similar to that of the accused may need to be
excused); Thompson v. State, 111 Nev. 439, 442-43, 894 P.2d 375, 377 (1995) (ruling that a potential juror who said
the defendant “looked guilty” should be excused); State v. Baca, 111 N.M. 270, 275, 804 P.2d 1089, 1095 (1990)
(excusing “jurors who demonstrated unresolved experiences with violent crimes similar to those charged against [the]
defendant”); People v. White, 688 N.Y.S.2d 565, 566, 260 A.D.2d 413, 414 (App. Div. 1999) (stating a potential juror
who expresses bias must give an “‘unequivocal’ promise to set aside his...prior state of mind”); State v. Mebane, 106
N.C. App. 516, 527, 418 S.E.2d 245, 252 (Ct. App. 1992) (stating a juror with an opinion about the case need not be
excused if the court determines he can set aside his opinions to render an impartial verdict); State v. Midwest Pride
IV, Inc., 131 Ohio App.3d 1, 20-21, 721 N.E.2d 458, 472 (Ct. App. 1998) (stating a potential juror who demonstrates
partiality cannot render himself able to serve simply by stating he can be impartial); Workman v. State, 824 P.2d 378,
380-81 (Okla. Crim. App. 1991) (stating a person may serve as a juror if he can set aside his “preconceived notions
and opinions”); State v. Nefstad, 309 Or. 523, 529, 789 P.2d 1326, 1332 (1990) (stating a juror who stated biases
against minorities and the justice system but said he could be fair was properly excluded); Commonwealth v.
Impellizzeri, 443 Pa. Super. 296, 305, 661 A.2d 422, 427 (1995) (stating a juror unwilling or unable to eliminate the
influence of bias should be excused); State v. Hazard, 785 A.2d 1111, 1122 (R.I. 2001) (stating a juror can be
removed only for cause after the jury is paneled); Brown v. S.H. Kress & Co., 170 S.C. 178, 178, 170 S.E. 142, 14243 (1933) (holding a juror who admitted bias against the plaintiff’s attorney and a dislike of lawsuits was properly
dismissed); State v. Knoche, 515 N.W.2d 834, 840 (S.D. 1994) (stating a juror who expresses an opinion about the
case during voir dire need not be excused if she states under oath that she can be fair); State v. Bigbee, 885 S.W.2d
797, 805 (Tenn. 1994) (finding the defendant failed to establish a juror was racially biased, even though the juror’s
clothing and gestures in the courthouse indicated strong biases) (overturned on other grounds); Cordova v. State,
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rehabilitated by the other party, or even the judge, once the prospective juror has
expressed a clear bias or prejudice.
Link the magic words that will excuse a potential juror with the prospective juror’s
answer. It is very difficult to get a juror to say “yes I have a bias or prejudice,” because
that is just not how anyone likes to think of himself. No one likes to admit to a bias or
prejudice, especially using emotionally charged words.

5.

Strong Beliefs Do Not Change

We want potential jurors to feel comfortable with the notion that strong opinions or
long-held beliefs will not change. So, when a panel member expresses a strong negative
opinion about corporations, personal injury attorneys or mental anguish, we want the
potential juror to admit that this belief or opinion will not change. How do you accomplish
this? Consider the liver-and-onions example: “Who on the jury panel, like me, hates liver
and onions?” In every single case we have done this, at least some panel members have
raised their hands. Then you say, “Imagine this was a case about the taste of liver and
onions. Let me tell you a little bit more about the case: I have a nutritional expert who will
testify about the exceptionally high nutritional value of liver and onions. I also have a taste
expert who will tell you that, when you combine liver and onions, the molecules bind to
create a magnificent taste. Also, a well-known and well-liked celebrity will testify about how
wonderful liver and onions tastes. Now, here is my question to those members of the jury
panel who raised their hands and said they did not like liver and onions: Can you now be
fair as a juror on a case involving the taste of liver and onions, or do you still feel the same
way as you did before about liver and onions?”
This example illustrates a very important fact: strong opinions or long-held beliefs
rarely change. You are much better off getting potential jurors to express a negative
feeling about an issue in your case. Then commit the panel member by, in a friendly tone
of voice, using the magic language yourself. Here is how it might go:

733 S.W.2d 175, 180 (Tex. Crim. App. 1987) (stating a juror expressing bias against the defendant or the law on
which the defense is based may be challenged); State v. Brooks, 631 P.2d 878, 884 (Utah 1981) (stating a trial court
must discern if a potential juror who has indicated a bias yet an ability to be fair can be impartial); State v. Santelli,
159 Vt. 442, 446, 621 A.2d 222, 224 (1992) (stating a court should remove a juror for cause if he demonstrates an
inability to be impartial); McGill v. Commonwealth, 10 Va. App. 237, 242, 391 S.E.2d 597, 600 (Ct. App. 1990)
(stating a juror indicating bias cannot be rehabilitated by “giving ‘expected answers to leading questions’”); State v.
Moser, 37 Wash.2d 911, 917, 226 P.2d 867, 871 (1951) (finding that it would be prejudicial not to dismiss a juror for
cause who states he cannot be fair); O’Dell v. Miller, 211 W. Va. 285,
, 565 S.E.2d 407, 412 (2002) (stating a
prospective juror who indicates a disqualifying prejudice must be dismissed as a matter of law); State v. Nielsen, 247
Wis. 2d 466, 483, 634 N.W.2d 325, 332 (2001) (stating a juror who expresses a bias or prejudice should be removed
for cause); Munoz v. State, 849 P.2d 1299, 1302 (Wyo. 1993) (stating that removal is not warranted “if the
prospective juror can set aside a supposed bias”).
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“By stating you have these feelings about this matter, this prejudgment, this leaning
that lawyers call a bias or prejudice, you are saying you would start out in this case
having those feelings.”
Once you incorporate those magic words into the question, and once the prospective juror
affirms it, you have gotten what you need.
A very effective way of addressing prejudice and bias is for you to admit to the
prospective jurors that you have biases of your own, which makes it “okay” for the
potential jurors to admit they have biases and prejudices as well. For example, Lisa
frequently tells a panel of prospective jurors that she used to be a prosecutor in the district
attorney’s office working on organized crime cases. Then she tells the jurors that, because
of that life experience, she has certain biases or prejudices against defendants in organized
crime cases.
“As much as I want to be a fair juror, I know I would bring those feelings and biases
into the jury box,” Lisa tells the panel members. “I’d like to think I could overcome
those prejudices, but I know from my work in that area and my experiences that I
could not be fair.”
Another technique is to use examples of family members or friends. One attorney
told a jury panel about his dad, who had spent his whole life working for a large company.
He said his dad was treated very well by the company. Because of that, his dad had very
positive feelings about large companies in general. The lawyer said that, if his dad were
ever called in a case involving a large company, he would lean toward the large company
because of that life experience, even though he would try to be fair. Using self-disclosure
helps the potential jurors feel comfortable talking about their own prejudices.
Like it or not, judges consider these factors very carefully. Make sure that you know
the magic language of your jurisdiction and make sure that your record is clear enough so
that it shows the panel member either used the magic language or agreed with the
sentence you said that contained the magic language.

6.

Convince Some N ot to Be Jurors

Finally, you need to convince jurors that it is okay to admit they might not be a good
juror for this particular case. To accomplish this, you must eliminate the idea in the
prospective juror’s mind that it is embarrassing or belittling to admit to prejudice. State,
for example, “There is nothing wrong with admitting prejudice. We all have biases in favor
of or against things. That is okay, as long as you reveal those biases to us.” Make the panel
members believe that it is good to be removed from a jury, if a person is not right for that
case.
Part of the problem is that many judges and lawyers tell jurors there are three
fundamental aspects of being an American citizen: serving in the military, voting, and
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serving on a jury. When a jury panel walks into the courtroom for voir dire, they have just
heard the speech down in the central jury room from a judge about the importance of jury
duty to the preservation of democracy.
If the judge in your case is open-minded and forward thinking, one possible solution
is to ask the judge to inform the prospective jurors that not everyone makes a good juror
in every case. Even better is for the judge to actually tell the jury panel that some people
simply are not right for some cases. For example, a judge might say, “Being a good citizen
and a good juror sometimes means admitting that you would not be the best person to
serve on this particular jury. Just as it is your civic duty to respond to your jury summons
and drive to the courthouse, it is also your civic duty to realize and accept that this may not
be the right case for you.” Another example comes from Judge Kenneth Hoyt, a federal
district judge in Houston. Judge Hoyt tells potential jurors that many years ago he
purchased a car that he later believed was a lemon. He then explains that, to this very day,
he would not be able to be a fair juror in a case involving that particular automotive
manufacturer.
Language is everything. It may be best not to say that a panel member would make
a bad juror for your case, even if that person has admitted to a bias or prejudice. Instead,
you should say that your case is not right for that particular panel member. This phrasing
moves the negativity from the potential juror to the case, thus removing the stigma of
being a “bad” panel member.

7.

Sacrifice a “Good” Potential Juror

Another technique for identifying unfavorable jurors is to sacrifice a good juror in
order to flush out and identify unfavorable ones. This technique is not used by many trial
lawyers. Usually, you can get a member of the jury panel to raise her hand and say she is
unashamedly on your side. A statement this strongly in favor of your case or your client
makes rehabilitation of that panel member highly unlikely. Most lawyers would try to stop
that person talking or saying that she favors their client.
Instead, use this occasion to impress the other panel members, because you are
going to lose this prospective juror anyway. A plaintiff’s lawyer should tell the prospective
juror, “I would love to have you serve as a juror in this case because it is obvious that you
feel a lot of compassion for my client. However, it sounds as if you have a prejudice against
the defendant and that you are biased towards me. As a result, it would not be fair if you
served on this jury.” At this point, thank the panel member for her honesty and ask her
permission to have the judge excuse her from serving as a juror in this case.
The psychology of doing this can work to your advantage. First, you come across
as fair and open-minded in the eyes of other potential jurors and the judge. The panel
members also believe you really are trying to find jurors who are unbiased. Second, it
allows you to tell the remaining panel members that, just as the excused person would
have been an unfair juror with biases towards your case, panel members who have strong
leanings toward the other side would not be fair to your client. By sacrificing a potentially
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good juror, you will hopefully flush out some of the bad panel members as well. Besides,
everything good and nothing bad comes from deftly sacrificing a prospective juror you
know is going to be struck for cause anyway. You can use losing the good panel member
to your advantage. This technique is as useful to a defense lawyer as it is to a plaintiff’s
attorney.

D. Goal #4:
Inspire Jurors to Care About Your Case
Whether you represent corporations, plaintiffs, criminal defendants or the
government, you need one thing if you want to win your case: jurors who care about your
client and who are interested in your case and your issues. Jurors who care will give you
and your client a fair trial. Jurors who do not care will not invest themselves in your client
or the case and are, at best, unpredictable. At worst, they are not happy to be there and
will punish you and your client when the verdict is rendered.
That being said, most jurors want to do the right thing. The key is for you to
convince the jurors that your case is not frivolous or a waste of their time, and that your
argument deserves their full attention.
Step one in accomplishing this is to tell the panel from the first moment that you
stand up to address them that “this is a very big and important case.” Those eight words
should be the first words out of your mouth. When you speak those eight words, the panel
instantly becomes invested in the case. You have a phenomenal task as an attorney to get
people to quickly care about a case when they do not know you and probably do not want
to be there in the first place.
This step is all about you sending a message. If you cannot be excited, sincere, and
enthusiastic about your case, do not expect anybody on the receiving end to want to invest
in it either. When the lawyers are not committed, or when the lawyers are not prepared,
jurors pick up on that fact quickly. This is not good for the lawyer or the client.
Jurors expect you to be committed to your client and well prepared if your case is
important enough to keep the jurors from their homes. This is true whether the case is civil
or criminal. In every single trial - whether the case is a fender-bender, a boring contract
case, or a drinking-and-driving case - the jury needs to know your case is important to
somebody. If the case is not important to somebody, then you should not be in trial. Your
trial is taking the jurors away from their families and their jobs. If they believe the trial is
not important, then they will punish you and your client.
You should stand before that panel and tell them that this case is the biggest thing
in your client’s life. If your client is a corporation, you need to tell the jury panel that this
is a very important case to your client’s company. Tell the panel that your client has been
waiting for months (or even years) to have his day in court and to tell his story to a jury
of his peers.
We have seen lawyers start their voir dire by standing up, showing a picture of the
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victim, and saying, “This is what this case is about. It is an all-American family just like
yours, and yours, and yours.” Members of the jury think, “Wow, that could be me.” If your
client is a corporation, you can tell the panel that you wish you had a photograph of all 200
(or 10,000 or 500,000) employees who work for and whose families depend on your client,
because this case is important to those employees. You cannot violate the golden rule by
asking the juror to place themselves in the shoes of your client. Yet, you can use many
psychological techniques that allow you to out the prospective jurors in the shoes of the
litigants, and those techniques are all very powerful tools.7
Televised court trials have made prospective jurors want to serve on big important
cases.8 If you ask prospective jurors if they want to serve on a meaningless little case, they
are all going to say no. People want to feel like they have a chance to serve on a highprofile case. They want to believe they can make a difference.
You need to make your case right away. You usually have one-hundred percent
attention of all the panel members at the very beginning of voir dire. You must impress and
invest in the potential jurors within the first few minutes in order to keep their attention.
If you do not impress them with the importance of your case during those first minutes,
you have lost your best - and perhaps only - opportunity to do so. For example, any writer
knows she must capture the reader’s attention in the first three or four paragraphs, or the
reader loses interest. Most people simply are not patient enough to wait around for an hour
or two of your voir dire before making a decision whether or not to care about your case.
Jurors who are interested will listen. If jurors are interested and listening to your
case, then they will want to do the right thing and they will give you a fair trial. But if jurors
are not interested, your client’s day in court will be similar to a visit to the dentist’s office your client will want to get the day over with as quickly as possible.

7

See Blue supra note 3.

8

Blake D. Morant, Resolving the Dilemma of the Televised Fair Trial: Social Facilitation and the Intuitive
Effects of Television, 8 VA. J. SOC. POL’Y & L. 329, 334 (2001).
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E. Goal #5:
Teach Good Jurors How to Stay on the Jury
To accomplish this goal, you must first identify the jurors who are good for your
case. Good jurors are not necessarily just the opposite of bad jurors. In fact, a juror can
be both good and bad - good on liability but bad on damages, for example.
How do you determine which potential jurors are good or bad? The most obvious
tool, of course, is their verbal statements during voir dire. Some key questions may elicit
a response that tells you if a potential juror will be good or bad for your case. One such
question would be: “If you were me, would you want somebody just like yourself on this
jury?” Lisa asked that question of a potential juror in a case a few years ago. The juror was
a woman that Lisa at first liked very much. But when Lisa asked the juror this question, the
woman immediately snapped back, “I’m not you.” Thank goodness Lisa asked the potential
juror this question, because a person whom we thought was a very good juror turned out
to be a very bad juror.
If this question would not be permissible in your jurisdiction, then ask a question
such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Why do you feel you would be a good juror for this case?”
“If you are seated on this jury, is there anything in your background that I
should know about?”
“If you could tell me one thing about yourself that I don’t know already, what
would you tell me?”
“If you were my client, would you want somebody such as yourself on this
jury? Why or why not?”
“How would you feel if you were chosen as a juror in this case?”
“When you first heard what this case was about, what was your initial
reaction?”
“Is there any issue that I’ve talked about that gives you any hesitation about
sitting on this jury?”
“Having heard some of the facts of this case, if you were me, what questions
should I ask you to learn if you have a prejudgment or bias against my client
in this case?”

This list contains both open-ended and closed-ended questions. Remember, you will often
learn more about a potential juror from an open-ended question than you will from the
limited response to a closed-ended question.
When Robert helped defense lawyers in the criminal ethics case of Texas Senator
Kay Bailey Hutchison, he told the lawyers to ask every juror a simple question: “Can you,
as a juror, look Senator Hutchison in the eyes and say, ‘Kay, I can give you a fair trial.’”
Robert and the lawyers were able to make a decision about many of the panel members
based on that one question.
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Why? Because some panel members would turn to the judge and say, “Do I have
to answer that, Your Honor?” Others would look at the prosecutors. Many panel members
said, “sure,” and then there were a remarkable number who looked directly at Senator
Hutchison and said, “Kay,” - or Senator Hutchison - “I can give you a fair trial.”
In situations such as the above example, body language of the potential juror is
often just as important as the answer itself. Body language is another key ingredient to
identifying potentially good or bad jurors. We have seen some panel members literally
sitting on the edge of their seat during voir dire. They are excited about being there and
truly interested in the case. But we have also seen panel members sitting back in their
chairs, with their arms and legs crossed (and not because the chair is comfortable). They
are literally signaling to the lawyers that they are shutting down.
Once you have gotten to know the potential jurors that are good for you, the key
is keeping them on the jury. These are jurors that you believe are starting out open to your
case or, said more honestly, favoring you. The chore of keeping favorable jurors is easier
for prosecutors and plaintiffs than for defendants. That is because the plaintiff
(prosecution) goes first. It is called “buttoning up the jury.” Here is how it works:
Tell the good prospective jurors who have expressed some bias in your favor,
“There is no way you could have decided this case yet because you have not heard
the
.” Then pause and wait for the answer.
“The evidence,” the panel members respond.
Then ask, “Have you heard any witnesses?” Wait for the prospective jurors
to say no.
Follow up that question with another. “Because you haven’t heard from any
witnesses or seen any of the evidence, would it be fair to say that you haven’t made
up your mind about this case?” Get the prospective juror or jurors to agree.
Remind them that they have not heard the legal instructions from the judge.
“If you haven’t heard the law and how to apply it in this case, then you couldn’t
have made up your mind yet, could you?” Wait for the prospective juror to answer
no.
Finally, recap the conversation for the sake of the judge and the record. “So summarizing what you have just told me - since you haven’t seen any evidence,
haven’t heard from any witnesses, and haven’t been instructed on the law, can you
do what the judge requires and keep an open mind before deciding this case?” The
purpose of this question is to obtain an affirmative answer that the prospective juror
can be fair.
The key is to take little baby steps to save your good jurors.
A second technique in buttoning up your good jurors is to warn them about the
other side. Tell the prospective jurors that the other side is going to ask questions in an
effort to have them removed from the case. Then you can tell the prospective jurors about
ways the other side might do that.
For example, tell them how a lawyer for a company might use his mother as an
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example of a prospective juror. He may love his mother, but he knows she is a very
tenderhearted person. She is so sympathetic to victims that she would openly admit she
could not serve on a jury hearing this case because the case is just too sad. The defense
lawyer would tell the panel members that his mother would have to raise her hand and
admit she could not put her sympathy aside to serve as a juror.
Once you have told the jury panel about this technique used by some defense
lawyers, explain that it does not apply to them because they do not know whether they
would be sympathetic to the victim until they have heard the evidence. Tell them that,
once they have heard all the testimony, they may end up blaming the plaintiff.
By doing this, you have taken away a very powerful tool of the opposition, while at
the same time implying that defense attorneys are sometimes tricky. You have to figure
out what the other side will try to do to strike your good jurors. Then use those tactics first
and diffuse their impact by putting your own spin on them. To do this effectively, you must
know both your case and the other side’s case inside and out.
The defense is really at a great disadvantage in this situation because it is much
more difficult for them to “button up” their pro-defense jurors. The plaintiff’s lawyer has
already questioned her best jurors and gotten them to say something good for the defense.
One example would be to have the pro-plaintiff juror agree to vote for the defendant if the
plaintiff does not meet the burden of proof. But more importantly, plaintiff’s counsel has
the first opportunity to get the pro-defense juror to say things that open the door for a
possible challenge for cause.
There are mechanisms that defense lawyers can use to save a prospective juror the
plaintiff has deemed a bad juror for her case. A mechanism that helps defendants save
their good jurors is what we call the “Paul Harvey argument.” Pre-trial media attention is
frequently very negative toward the defendant - whether the defendant is a suspected
criminal in a murder case or a corporate defendant in a civil case. The defense lawyer can
help save a juror that is good for his case by asking the panel members if they have heard
“the rest of the story.”
For example, a defense attorney might ask: “How comfortable would you feel
waiting to hear the other side of the story? Is it fair to say that you have not made up your
mind, because you haven’t heard our case or evidence yet? Tell me how you feel about
that.” Odds are great that the potential jurors are going to agree that they have not heard
anything about the defendant’s side of the case and they have not made up their minds.
Additionally, attorneys should assess potential jurors’ answers to determine if any
of them may be struck for cause. A potential juror who has told the plaintiff’s lawyer that
he does not believe in punitive damages is a good juror for the defense. The plaintiff’s
lawyer hopes she has established a record that will get the person struck for cause,
because if the judge does not strike the panel member for cause, the plaintiff must
exercise a peremptory strike.
If you are in a jurisdiction where this answer - “I don’t believe in punitive damages”
- is not sufficient to excuse the potential juror for cause, what can you, the defense
attorney, do to keep such a juror on the panel? Thoroughly examine the juror
questionnaire, if there is one, and review the answers the potential juror gave to the
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plaintiff’s attorney. Although the potential juror may have been bad for the plaintiff on the
issue of damages, maybe the potential juror gave some answers offering hope to the
plaintiff on the question of liability.
The defense attorney should avoid any discussion of damages and ask all questions
about liability. He should try to get the panel member to say things that appear to be
favorable to the plaintiff on liability. If he is successful, the plaintiff’s lawyer may change
her mind about this person. The plaintiff’s attorney may start thinking this potential juror
is not so bad after all. She may decide to keep the juror for liability’s sake and take a
chance with the damages issue.
PRACTICE TIP : If you are in a jurisdiction where this answer - “I don’t believe in
punitive damages” - may rise to the level of dismissal for cause, you should first establish
the potential juror’s opinions by questioning him on liability issues. Then you should use
questions on punitive damages in an attempt to save the potential juror from being
excused for cause. The defense lawyer might ask the panel member: “If the judge instructs
you that punitive damages are a part of this case, can you follow the instructions?”
Whichever side of a case you are on, one way to protect prospective jurors identified
as good for your case is to determine ways to question them so that the other side will
think, “Maybe this juror is not so bad for us after all.” There are situations where even your
best jurors are bad for you on some issues in the case. For example, a prospective juror
in an environmental case who is strong on the issue of damages can be skeptical that
numerous companies were sued. From the defense’s perspective, that potential juror might
be great for them on damages but would also be good for the plaintiff on the issue of
protecting the environment.

F. Goal #6: Listen to Prospective Jurors
With an Open Ear and Mind
That sounds obvious, right? Yet it may be the most difficult of the goals to teach
lawyers. Listening is an active skill. The problem is, lawyers are too often worried about
their next question and are not truly listening to the answer they have just received.
Listening is not just a skill you use in voir dire. You use it in all your interpersonal
relationships. You use it with your boss, your family, and your children. It might be a very
enlightening exercise to ask your spouse, significant other, child, or other person close to
you a couple of simple questions: “Am I a good listener? What do you think I could do to
be a better listener?” If you improve your listening skills on a personal level, it will carry
over to voir dire. Many books have been written on how to listen.9 You can attend classes
on how to listen. A person who really wants to learn how to listen should close his eyes
while having a conversation with somebody at home. Closing your eyes helps you discern

9

See, e.g., THOMAS E. ANASTASI, LISTEN! TECHNIQUES FOR IMPROVING COMMUNICATION SKILLS (1982); DAVID W.
AUGSBURGER, CARING ENOUGH TO HEAR AND BE HEARD (1982); KATHLEEN M. GALVIN, LISTENING BY DOING: DEVELOPING
EFFECTIVE LISTENING SKILLS (1985); ROGER FISHER, GETTING TO YES: NEGOTIATION AGREEMENTS WITHOUT GIVING IN (1981).
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the audible cues you may not notice with your eyes open. You will be amazed how much
more you hear.
Part of listening with an open mind is not making assumptions about prospective
jurors based only on their appearance or body language. Stereotyping is simply
shortcutting instead of putting the time and effort into getting ready for the jury selection.
One of the keys to successful voir dire is making sure that you know about the life
experience and value system that a juror brings to the courtroom. By comparing those
actual experiences and values to the issues in your case - instead of simply stereotyping
the prospective juror - you are in an excellent position to decide if this is the right person
to serve on the jury.

II. Preparation: Know the Judge
Of the many things a lawyer needs to do in planning for voir dire, nothing - nothing
- is more important than learning about the judge. The man or woman in the black robe
is the key to jury selection. The judge will determine the length of voir dire. The judge will
decide how many questions you may ask. The judge will say whether there will be a
questionnaire. The judge will rule on hardships and challenges for cause.
Although every case is different, it is not overly difficult to find out how the judge
in any case thinks and handles different voir dire-related issues. Judges are usually, if
anything, consistent. For example, judges seldom allow fifteen minutes of voir dire one day
and three hours of voir dire the next day. As a result, a prepared lawyer should never be
surprised by a judge’s ruling on any of these issues. In fact, lawyers should always walk
into the courtroom with a basic understanding of how that judge usually conducts jury
selection. Being prepared about the judge means being prepared to pick a jury for your
client.

A. Meet the Judge
You can use many methods to learn about the judge in a particular case. For
example, know the jurisdiction of the court. Realize a federal judge is appointed for life and
never has to face the voters. Federal judges tend to severely limit the lawyer’s ability to
ask questions during voir dire. Most state court judges are elected, however, and jurors are
potential voters. A citizen who will commit the time to serve as a juror will also likely take
the time to vote. Elected judges are much more likely to pay attention to the needs of the
jurors.
Of course, these generalities are not always true. We know of state judges who
totally ignore juror needs by keeping them waiting and uninformed as to the process, and
by being unreceptive to the juror’s personal needs. We know of federal judges who are
highly attentive, sensitive, and receptive to the needs of the jurors.
How can you learn about the judge in your case? For the judges in your own
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jurisdiction, the first step is to attend bench-bar meetings. Most local and state bars have
annual conferences in which judges and lawyers gather for a day or a weekend to discuss
issues. These programs allow attorneys to hear judges on discussion panels and to talk to
them over drinks at receptions. There is no better opportunity to develop a personal
relationship with a judge than during the bench-bar conferences. The judges are easily
approachable during these events. You can get to know the judges and learn a great deal
about them. In fact, we would even suggest not just attending the bench-bar conferences
but truly getting involved with them. Help plan and organize your local or federal bar
conferences. In most circumstances, the organizing committees are comprised of lawyers
and judges, which brings you in direct contact and communication with the judges. The
judges appreciate your involvement. It is a unique opportunity to gain insight about the
judges. The more you can be on committees with judges, the more you get to know them
on a personal level. You can never know a judge too well, if you are going to be practicing
before him.
For federal judges, each federal judicial circuit conducts annual programs that last
three or four days. Be there. Attend the programs. Meet the judges. Listen to the judges.
In addition, Aspen Law & Business publishes a wonderful book called the Almanac of the
Federal Judiciary.10 The Almanac gives the background of every sitting federal judge and
the significant cases she has handled. But it also has a section in which lawyers who have
practiced before the judge can give anonymous comments about the conduct of the judge.
What a valuable tool! We just wish there was a similar book for every state court system.
Local organizations, such as state and local bar associations, are also helpful tools
to learn about judges. The Association of Trial Lawyers of America has chapters in most
cities and communities, as does the National Association of Defense Counsel and the
National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers. The American Board of Trial Advocates
and the Inns of Court are also valuable organizations. Participating with any of these
groups will allow you to meet other lawyers who have practiced before the judge handling
your case.
There are things you can do if your case goes to trial outside of your local area.
First, conduct a simple Westlaw search on that judge. A local newspaper, regional legal
publication, or state bar magazine may have done a profile of the judge that will provide
key information. Second, contact a lawyer who has appeared before the judge to find out
his opinion and insight.

B. Learn the Judge’s Personality
and Preferences
Our experience has been that judges, especially newly-appointed or newly-elected
judges, who have spent most of their careers as insurance defense lawyers are going to
start out pro-defense. A judge with a plaintiff’s practice background is typically going to
10

ALMANAC OF THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY (1984).
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start out with a pro-plaintiff leaning. There are some exceptions, of course, but we have
found them to truly be the exceptions. Like jurors, judges are the product of their life
experiences.
It is important to know what to expect and then to use the information you garner
about the judge to your advantage. For example, if Lisa learns that the trial judge in her
case is a former prosecutor, she will subtly let it be known that she served several years
as an assistant district attorney prosecuting cases in the organized crime division. Lisa and
the judge may share stories about their days in the prosecutor’s office, and this could help
her develop a bond with the judge.
The bottom line is this: When you walk into the courtroom, you need to know the
personality of the judge. You need to know how the judge conducts voir dire. You need to
know the judge’s pet peeves and pet projects.
PRACTICE TIP: Why not either call the judge’s office and ask to come in and talk to
the judge, or simply drop by the judge’s chambers and introduce yourself? Let the judge
know you do not want to talk about the case. Tell the judge that you want to learn the
things she likes or dislikes so you can be prepared. Ask the judge if there are any local or
court-specific rules that relate to jury selection or trying a case in her court. Do this as soon
as you possibly can in the case.
Now, here is a huge no-no: Lawyers unfortunately send associates or persons other
than trial counsel to visit the judge. Do not do that. It makes the judge think that you are
too important to visit her yourself or that you have sent an associate to scout out
information. The lead counsel needs to be the individual who knocks on the judge’s door.
When you walk into a judge’s chambers, the judge knows you have a case in front of her
and may become nervous that you will say something inappropriate. That is why you
should explain when you arrive that you are there simply because you want to make sure
you know any rules that relate to jury selection or trying a case in her court. Ask the judge
outright: “What are the dos and don’ts in your courtroom?” The idea here is to discover pet
peeves. It may be something incredibly small or unimaginable that aggravates a judge.
A great example of a pet peeve is when we asked a paralegal to move the podium
in a courtroom to make more room for jury selection. The bailiff saw what was happening
and informed the judge, who was still in chambers. Minutes later the judge stormed out
in anger and stated, literally, “Somebody’s going to jail for this!”
Another example comes from when Lisa was trying a case in Tucson, Arizona a few
years ago. The first thing she did before one of the preliminary hearings was drop by the
judge’s chambers to say hello and introduce herself. Lisa told the judge she needed to ask
his preference on something. “This may sound like a strange question but is it okay if I
wear pants in your courtroom?” Because it was a bench trial, Lisa did not want to wear
something that would irritate the judge. To ensure that a juror or judge does not punish
you for doing something, it is important to get that other person’s permission first. The
Arizona judge had no problem with women lawyers wearing pants in his courtroom. But
some judges, especially in some southern jurisdictions, think it is inappropriate.
Some of the non-case-related issues to talk to the judge about are:
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Is it okay to bring food for the court personnel?
How about bringing food to the jurors?
When can I get in and out of your courtroom before and after trial?
Is storage space available for our documents?
Can courtroom furniture be moved?
What, if any, local rules do I need to read or be aware of? Does this court
have specific written rules?
Are briefcases allowed on the counsel table?
Does the judge allow water bottles in the courtroom? (One Texas judge does
not allow labels on water bottles because he sees it as a form of advertising.)
What are the judge’s rules for cell phones, pagers, and computers - not only
for the lawyers and their staff but also for the jurors?

Another good question to ask the judge is whether she would recommend any
lawyers who have practiced before her and know her preferences that you could talk to.
You could also ask whether the judge was a visual or auditory learner to help you in your
selection of exhibits. You are reassuring the judge that you want to come to court prepared
to do a better job.

C. Know Other Courtroom Personnel
A key piece of information to find out early in your case is who, besides the judge,
has power in the courtroom. Sometimes it is the clerk. Other times it is the bailiff. It can
be the judge’s secretary or court coordinator. You must determine who is the power
broker, aside from the judge, who wields the most power and information.
How do you find out? The first way is to ask a colleague who has practiced before
your judge. Second, of course, is simply to ask: “Who should a lawyer address questions
to, besides the judge?” Simple observation skills should also reveal the answer. For
example if you have a hearing before the judge, arrive early and have conversations with
the court personnel. Watch and listen. The person with the access to the judge will reveal
important, insightful, and helpful information about the judge. Be sure to know the first
names of all the important players in the courtroom. Once you have determined who that
person is, you must talk to the person about the dos and don’ts, such as moving the
furniture.
Some judges conduct a lengthy voir dire before turning the panel over to the
lawyers. Other judges give a very short introduction and turn it right over to the lawyers.
You need to talk to the court staff to learn what kind of introduction the judge does. This
way you do not repeat in your voir dire what the judge has already covered.
The more you know about the rules of the game, the better prepared you will be.
The more you know about the rules of the game, the better you will perform in court. The
more you know about the rules of the game, the more the judge will respect your advocacy
skills and preparation. That is why being as informed as possible is so critically important.
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Developing a relationship with your local court personnel is very important in other
ways, too. Many times, court officers control access to the judge. Often, the judge will rely
on the judgment of court officials to determine such things as whether certain technology
can be easily accommodated in the courtroom, whether the courtroom can handle certain
exhibits, or whether the jurors can be taken on field trips.
Court coordinators are often the lifeblood to the judge, so they wield a lot of power
in the courtroom. Too many lawyers are so focused on their case and their clients that they
do not bother to treat the court coordinator or clerks in a nice manner or give them the
respect they deserve.
PRACTICE TIP: Be sure that your office runner develops an excellent relationship with
the court personnel because that person will have a tremendous amount of contact with
court personnel.
Another reason you should treat court personnel with respect is because you want
the jury to observe that you have a good rapport with the staff. You want the potential
jurors to see that the bailiffs like you and care about you. Jurors pick up on the unspoken
likes and dislikes of bailiffs and court staff. You want to be one of their likes.
Once you have developed a solid rapport with the bailiff or court personnel, they can
tell you if the jurors are happy. Are they interested in the trial? Are the jurors complaining
a lot? Are they itching to go home? In a recent high profile case in Seattle, after nine
weeks of trial, the bailiff told one side of the litigation that the jurors had made a sign that
said, “Will work to go HOME.” The jurors were clearly expressing their frustration with the
length of the trial. This information was very helpful to the lawyer in deciding the length
of her cross-examination as well as her closing argument. This jury reached a defense
verdict.
Why is this important? An unhappy jury frequently means an unfavorable verdict for
plaintiffs and a positive verdict for defendants in civil cases. Every lawyer should ask bailiffs
whether the jury is happy or unhappy. If more lawyers did, the number of settlements may
increase. Of the hundreds of civil cases we have tried, we have never witnessed an
unhappy jury find in favor of the plaintiff. Never. It does not even matter what the jurors
are unhappy about - even if the jurors think the defendant is dragging the case out!
Unhappy is unhappy, and that is bad for the plaintiff. Unhappy just means “get me out of
here!”
In criminal cases, unhappy jurors are typically bad news for the defense. Unhappy
juries often return a guilty verdict. There is one exception. Sometimes we pick juries where
we intentionally want them to despise each other. We want them to not like anything about
each other. That is how to pick a hung jury.
PRACTICE TIP: Do not be afraid to ask for the home and work phone numbers of the
judge, law clerks, bailiff, and court reporter. You never know when you will face an
emergency that causes you to be late to court or whether you will need testimony
transcribed overnight.
Also, having these phone numbers can save you and your client some
embarrassment. Some lawyers do surveys as part of research for a change of venue or
juror attitudes. Particularly when you do a survey in a small jurisdiction, the last thing you
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want is for someone to call the judge or his court officers as part of the survey. This
happened to us in Mississippi, where pollsters randomly pulled phone numbers, and - loand-behold - they actually called a clerk and the judge in our case. Needless to say, all hell
broke loose. Extensive hearings were held over whether we were trying to influence the
jury pool or were doing something improper. The obvious lesson here is, if you conduct
pre-trial jury surveys or polling, be sure to have the judge and court personnel removed
from the list!
So here is the bottom line: As a trial lawyer, knowing as much as you can about the
judge, the judge’s rules, and what can irritate the judge is valuable and essential
information. When you know the rules, you increase you chances of success. Conversely,
when the lawyer does not know the rules, the judge is unhappy with the lawyer, the jury
knows the judge is displeased with the unprepared lawyer, and unfortunately it is the client
who often suffers the consequences.

III. Preparation:
The Voir Dire Numbers
The following scenario is repeated over and over in courtrooms across the country.
The judge calls a minimum number of prospective jurors for voir dire. Several panel
members are dismissed for hardship or cause. Each side will be entitled to a certain
number of peremptory strikes, but as the lawyers and judge examine the pool as voir dire
nears conclusion, they notice a disturbing development: There may not be enough people
left in the jury pool to seat a panel of twelve. Panel members who should be excused for
hardship or cause are rehabilitated in order to have enough jurors.
The unfortunate result: Most judges call it quits, send the remaining jurors home,
and reschedule for a future date. No one wins in this scenario. Plaintiffs, seeking their day
in court, have to wait for justice. Defendants, usually paying their lawyers by the hour, see
their day of vindication delayed and their legal costs increased. Criminal defendants usually
have to remain behind bars pending the conclusion of their trial. Prosecutors have to tell
a victim’s family members that their day in court has been delayed. As is frequently stated,
justice delayed is often justice denied.
An extremely overlooked aspect of preparing for voir dire is the math. No, you do
not have to be a physics professor to understand this. We are referring to simple addition
and subtraction, as in 12 plus X, plus Y. The formula, somewhat algebraic in nature, is
extremely easy to understand: Start with the premise that you are selecting a twelveperson jury. Add in X, which represents the number of peremptory strikes that each side
gets. Then take into account Y, those jurors who are dismissed due to hardships, conflicts,
or other reasons for cause.
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A. Developing a Formula
Lawyers need to start thinking about the size of the jury pool weeks or even months
before the scheduled trial date. Our opinion is that it is never too early to start thinking
about this issue. Take into consideration a series of different factors that could play havoc
with jury selection, and find a formula for determining how many prospective jurors will be
needed. Developing such a formula is certainly not an absolute science, but it can be a
terrific guide in your pretrial planning as to how to approach voir dire and how best to seek
additional jurors from the court.
First, you should consider the issues in your case and the jurisdiction where the trial
is being conducted. Does your case involve subject matter that is highly personal or
sensitive or that may preclude jurors from serving or being able to serve on this particular
case? For example, a case about racially mixed marriages in the Deep South or about
sexually abusive priests in a highly Catholic community could cause local citizens to be
dismissed from serving on the case due to bias. Of course, naturally divisive issues - such
as abortion, death penalty, punitive damages, risks of smoking, health maintenance
organizations, racial profiling, and corporate malfeasance - can be problematic no matter
where you are trying the case.
Second, consider the judge.11 Do some background research on the judge in your
case to determine what her attitude is toward dismissing jurors for cause. The best way
to learn this is to talk to lawyers who have practiced before your judge. Some judges take
the position that serving on a jury is just like serving in the military: Except under the most
extraordinary circumstances, everyone must serve. Some judges believe they do not have
the authority under the law to dismiss people for economic hardship or long-planned
vacations. Other judges are much more practical and understand that it is easier to find a
few more jurors than it is to handle disgruntled jurors.
Third, how long is your case likely to last? The longer the trial, the more jurors who
will seek to get out of it due to some hardship. By the way, when calculating the length of
your trial, include voir dire, opening statements, closing arguments, the judge’s charge,
and even deliberations. You can bet the judge and the jurors count those. You should, too.
A trial that lasts two or three days will require very few potential jurors to be
dismissed due to hardship. But a trial that takes two or three months may result in sixty
percent, or even seventy percent, of the hands going up claiming some kind of hardship.
The kinds of hardship with lengthier trials can range from prepaid airline tickets, medical
problems, and financial crunches to issues involving work. A good rule of thumb is that, for
every week you expect your trial to last, you will lose ten percent of the panel. So in a fiftyperson panel that expects a one-week trial, an average of five people will raise their hands
seeking excusal based on hardships. For a two-week trial, about ten people will raise their
hands. Fifteen people will seek dismissal for a three-week trial. There is a correlation
between the length of the trial and the number of people who will claim a hardship.

11

See Section II supra.
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When considering the length of the trial, jurisdiction can become a factor. In some
cities in Florida, for example, eighty percent of the jury panel are retirees. It does not
matter to most of them if the trial lasts one day, one week, or one month. By contrast, we
had to pick a jury in Nebraska during harvesting season, and we lost a lot of people
because they had to work their fields.
Fourth, is there any kind of publicity about your case or has the case gained any
kind of notoriety? The more infamous the case or the more famous a client, the more likely
people will express their biases.
Fifth, a tremendously overlooked element in calculating how many jurors need to
be called is how many people the other side will get excused. When planning, you cannot
forget that there is an advocate on the other side of the courtroom who is trying to have
jurors excused or dismissed who are completely different than the jurors you are targeting.
This factor could significantly increase the number of necessary jurors.
Why is it important to determine yourself how many prospective jurors should be
summonsed for jury duty in your case? There is nothing more frustrating than having your
case ready for trial only to have so many jurors dismissed by the judge for cause that there
are not enough left in the pool to fill the jury box. Surprisingly, this happens all the time.

B. Affecting the Size of the Jury Pool
Generally speaking, judges want to call as few jurors as possible to save court
administrators money. Judges also wish to spare as many citizens as possible the hassles
of jury service. Judges do not want to be criticized by their colleagues within the same
courthouse that they are taking all the jurors for their cases. If one judge asks for such a
large number of prospective jurors that there are not enough jurors for other judges to
panel, then that could cause a political problem. But fewer potential jurors also means that
judges are likely to be much more conservative in releasing jurors based on hardships or
for cause.
Most lawyers believe they can do nothing to remedy or address this problem. We
strongly disagree. True, it is not your job to call the jurors. The judge tells the clerk of the
court how many jurors will be needed for upcoming trials. The jury commissioner and clerk
are just following the instructions of the judges when they mail the notices of jury service.
The trial court seldom asks the lawyers their opinion about how many prospective jurors
should be sent summonses.
That does not mean the lawyer cannot be heard on the topic. The issue for the trial
lawyer is how to convince the judge to instruct the clerk or the jury commissioner to send
out additional summonses. We recommend the lawyer not wait until the morning of jury
selection to address the need for additional potential jurors. By then, it is too late. Instead
of getting you more jurors, the judge is likely to severely limit strikes for cause or hardship
or to postpone the trial for weeks or months - neither of which is an acceptable solution.
Now, there are questions about how early an attorney should bring the issue of
expanding the jury pool to the attention of the judge. If you raise the issue of increasing
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the size of the panel too early, it might affect your trial date. For example, by telling the
judge that there are many issues that could cause an increased number of dismissals and
excuses, the judge may become concerned that he has not blocked out enough time for
the trial and may postpone the case. The problem with this argument is that, if the request
to expand the pool scares the judge early on, it will scare the judge no matter when you
raise the issue. If the judge is going to react adversely to your request, you might as well
know about it earlier rather than later.
That being said, the lawyer who raises it too early risks a possible disconnect
problem with the judge. By this we mean that most judges have a very full docket, and
they do not truly start to focus on your case or the elements of your trial until the few
weeks before it is scheduled to start. If you raise the need to summon additional jurors
before the judge has a basic understanding of the case, you risk the judge summarily
waving aside your petition. Even when the judge is eventually brought up to speed on the
issues of the case that explain why you thought extra jurors were needed, the judge may
be reluctant - or, heaven forbid, too stubborn - to reverse his earlier decision.
We can imagine the following scenario as clearly as if it had happened to us - mainly
because it has happened to us: “Mr. Hirschhorn, you raised the issue of additional panel
members with me last month,” the judge says, “I said no then, and I’m not changing my
mind now.” So make sure the judge understands the complexities of the trial before you
ask him to order up an additional hundred jurors.

C. Handling a Large Jury Pool
Once you understand that size really does matter, it is time to destroy a myth:
Bigger is not always better. Sometimes the pool can get so big that it is unwieldy,
uncontrollable and unmanageable. With too many prospective jurors, you risk losing
control, and a herd mentality among the jurors can start to develop.
The larger the jury pool, the longer everything takes. A few years ago we tried a
series of high profile asbestos cases in Tyler, Texas. The defendant was one of the largest
and most respected East Texas corporations. Everyone in Tyler either worked at this
company, knew someone who did, or knew one of the plaintiffs. The judge, realizing there
would be many hardships and conflicts of interest, summonsed 240 prospective jurors. He
put us in a high school gymnasium to conduct voir dire.
Of course, a larger jury pool means both sides need more time to potential jurors.
But the large pools also tend to cause other portions of the case to take more time, too.
For example, fifteen-minute restroom or smoke breaks quickly become twenty-five minute
breaks. An hour-long lunch turns into a seventy-five-minute lunch. With a 300- or 400person pool, restroom breaks grow to thirty minutes and lunch expands to ninety minutes
or more.
The larger the pool, the more difficult it is to get people to talk about their own
problems or prejudices. People are less likely to stand up or speak up in a large room or
gymnasium in front of several hundred people to tell you about past drinking problems or
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some other extremely personal issue that might cause them to be a bad juror.
Also, the larger the pool, the more likely some of the people are to think that the
case is high profile, that it is a big murder trial or that lots of money is at stake. Attitudes
change as a result, and potential jurors try to answer questions deliberately so as to be
chosen or excused. You do not get completely truthful answers, which is what you want
and need to determine if the person would make a good juror in this particular case.
Psychologically, big jury panels say something about the case that you may not want
potential jurors to think.
In addition, large juror pools also run the danger of gaining a mob mentality during
voir dire. There are always a handful of potential jurors who are very outspoken. These are
the panel members you wish had the fear of public speaking. Instead, they love to speak
out in public and they love to express very strong views. These people incite and lead the
mob mentality by making incredibly prejudicial statements. An outspoken juror may start
off by saying that all plaintiffs’ lawyers are ambulance chasers or that all corporations are
thieves and crooks. Once the ball gets rolling, other people in the room speak up and say
something like, “The only thing all lawyers or corporations care about is their money, not
their clients or customers.” The tone then raises to a fevered pitch, with everyone laughing
along with that potential juror. When the panel members start clapping their hands and
laughing at the lawyer or the client, you know things have spun out of control.
The question is, do you keep all the panel members together when so many have
been called, or do you ask the judge to split the panel into smaller groups? It depends on
which side you are representing. If you are the plaintiff, consider questioning the whole
panel together. If you are the defendant, consider splitting it into smaller groups. Why?
The number one goal for plaintiffs’ lawyers is to dismiss as many bad jurors as possible.
Once you start getting people to admit they have a leaning, prejudgment, bias or prejudice
on some of your issues, it is much easier at that point to get a bunch of hands to go up as
well.
But defense attorneys have a distinct advantage when large pools are split into two
or three groups. First, the defense lawyer can learn the plaintiffs’ attorneys’ techniques
from the questioning of the first group and allows him to better prepare for the second and
subsequent groups. Second, defense lawyers are better able to rehabilitate their good
jurors or change their techniques for the second and third groups.
PRACTICE TIP for defense attorneys: When a judge appears ready to grant a plaintiff’s
motion to call a large panel for voir dire, the defense lawyer should ask the court to allow
both sides to give a brief, five-minute statement to the prospective jurors about the case
and the issues. If the panel is 200 or more people, the plaintiffs’ attorney or prosecutor will
likely take a few hours if not a couple days questioning jurors. As a result, the plaintiff or
prosecutor is spending all that time putting his issues and his side of the case in the minds
of the jurors without the defense having any chance to put forth ideas. The long voir dire
allows the first side - plaintiff or prosecutor - the opportunity to develop a relationship or
bond with the jurors.
A defense lawyer should tell the judge that, because it is going to be a long time
before the jurors hear from them, they fear the plaintiff’s lawyers will try to have many
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potential jurors excused before those people have heard any issues in the case and before
the defendants have had a chance to try to rehabilitate them. Request that the judge give
each side a five-minute mini-opening before voir dire begins. We have seen this make a
huge difference for the defendants because the jurors begin with a sense that there is
another side to this story, and even begin to see the weaknesses in the plaintiff’s case.
Without such a defense statement, the plaintiff’s lawyer or prosecutor has the chance to
influence the jury panel and to get panel members excused before the other side has any
opportunity to respond.
Before you think judges will never approve such a request, we point to jurisdictions
all over the country where judges are letting this happen. Some courts actually require the
lawyers to give mini-opening statements before voir dire begins. It helps take away the
significant advantage of going first.

Conclusion
To conclude, we offer three quick suggestions to help you get a good start with voir
dire. First, know everything about your case. The more you know your case, the more you
know what kinds of questions you need to ask, the issues you need to address, and what
kinds of jurors you want on and off the jury. The more you know about your case, the
more comfortable you will feel standing in front of the jury.
Second, “brainstorm” your case. Gather your staff together - including the lawyers,
legal secretaries, paralegals, legal assistants, or other members of your office staff - and
jot down on a flip chart every strength and weakness in the case. This is known as
brainstorming your case. Brainstorming allows you to flush out as many ideas as possible
to help identify positive and negative aspects of the case. The brainstorming can include
input from friends, neighbors, family members, or jury consultants - any number of sources
that you value and respect. One purpose behind the brainstorming is to get a reality check
on the case. Always do this prior to voir dire in your case. When lawyers become totally
focused on their case, they sometimes overlook or fail to see certain issues. Brainstorming
will bring out these issues that the lawyer might otherwise miss.
Third, we recommend that you remember back to the first time your client walked
into your office. It is that first meeting when you, the lawyer, are most like a member of
the jury. You are getting your first impression of the client and his story. As a lawyer
representing a plaintiff, you are thinking, “Is someone responsible for this tragedy? Are
there viable legal theories to hold someone (or some company) responsible? Do they
deserve money? Does the defendant have the resources to pay?” As a defense lawyer, you
might be thinking, “Do we have a good defense? How can I sell this defense? Should I try
to win this case on liability, or is this a case where the client will be happy if we keep the
damages down?” Those questions are asked in an effort to develop instincts about your
case so that you can later format your voir dire questions to select the best possible jury
based on the issues in the case.
It is crucial for the lawyer to remember this message: It is never too early to begin
planning for voir dire.
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A Guide to Analyzing Jury Questionnaires in Civil Cases
by Lisa Blue, PhD and Robert Hirschhorn, Esq.

Lisa Blue is an attorney specializing in toxic tort litigation with the law firm of Baron & Budd,
P.C. in Dallas; she also maintains a practice as a counseling and forensic psychologist. Robert
Hirschhorn is an attorney and lead jury consultant for Cathy E. Bennett & Assoc. Inc, a
nationally known jury and trial-consulting firm located in the Dallas/Ft. Worth area. The authors’
latest book will be published this year by West Publishing: ATLA’s Blue Guide to Jury Selection.

The amount of time you are given to review your jury questionnaires will
determine the degree to which you can analyze them. In most cases, you’ll have
only a few hours to read through a stack of questionnaires and analyze the
significance of the panel members’ answers.

This means you will have to

prioritize the goals of your voir dire, so that you start your analysis by focusing
on the most important factor and move down your list from there. If you are
more concerned about seating a jury that will find the defendant liable, for
example, than one that will award high damages, this is where you should focus
your analysis.
While we’re on the subject of time constraints, we should mention that it’s
wise not to create a questionnaire that is so long you won’t have time to read
each panel members’ answers thoroughly. This means that, in the majority of
cases, a one-page questionnaire is appropriate.

You can glean a surprising

amount of valuable information from a one-page questionnaire—if you know
what to look for.
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On the most basic level, you’re going to look at the content of the jurors’
answers. But if time permits, you should look beyond the content to the way the
jurors are answering the questions. One thing that may jump out at you, for
example, is a panel member who uses a lot of capital letters and exclamation
points when answering certain questions.

You should pay attention to what

types of questions he feels this strongly about and think about whether his
feelings on that issue would benefit or hurt your client. Something less obvious
you should look for if time permits are themes that develop in panel members’
questionnaires. For instance, one panel member might continuously refer to the
importance of family, express strong family values, and list hobbies that are
family-centered.

This information can be useful in several ways.

This juror

might be especially good for a loss of companionship claim, for example; or you
can use the information as an avenue for helping that juror bond with your client
by having your client talk about how important family values are to him.
Because jury questionnaires are useful on so many levels, we’ve written
this article to walk you through a careful analysis of a standard one-page
questionnaire. The sample questionnaire we’ve used is from a personal injury
case. We hope this step-by-step analysis will be help you learn how to get the
most out of jury questionnaires.
Age. The juror’s age is important because it tells you what generation he
belongs to, which can be a good indication of his belief systems. For example,
jurors from Generation Y, which will be everyone on your panel in their mid-79-
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This means they are often more

sympathetic to the problems of others and may be good plaintiff’s jurors. Jurors
from the World War II generation, on the other hand, may not be good jurors
for a plaintiff who is looking for a substantial damage award because they tend
to be more frugal.
The juror’s age is also important because it may effect how he relates to
your client. Conventional wisdom held that jurors in the same age group as your
client would be more empathetic toward her.

We’ve noticed, however, that

jurors in the client’s peer group are often more critical of clients. Finding out
whether a juror tends to socialize with people his own age—or is more likely to
have friends that are younger or older than him—is a good clue as to how he
may react to your client.
1. Education. The first thing you’re looking for in the juror’s educational
background is simply his education level. Generally speaking, people with higher
education levels have a more sophisticated kind of intelligence. This may be
important if your case is particularly complicated or technical. We do not mean
to say, however, that the less-educated jurors are unintelligent. There are many
reasons intelligent people do not obtain college degrees. The juror’s responses
to other questions should give you a good idea of his intelligence level.
You also want to look at what the juror studied in school. The juror’s
area of study or type of degree can indicate what type of “thinker” he is. By this
we mean how he processes information. A person with a degree in electrical
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engineering, for example, is going to be a more logical juror; whereas, a person
with a master’s in social work is likely to be more visceral. Knowing how your
jurors process information is important when it comes to deciding the most
effective way to present your evidence.
2. Work history. Because our jobs occupy so much of our time, what a
person does for a living reveals a lot about his belief systems. Of course, the
kind of work a person does can give you a good idea of his value system—for
example, whether he works for a non-profit organization or a bank—but how
long he’s been at that job also tells you something important about the juror.
Some people experience what we call “the nesting effect.” These individuals
hold one job for a long period of time (they are also usually married to one
spouse for a long time). The nesting effect indicates that a person has strong
family values.

As with education, work history can also tell you if juror has

experience in an area related to your case as well as how he processes
information.
3. Training. This question is similar to the education question but is
important for jurors who don’t have degrees—as well as all those people out
there who ended up in jobs completely unrelated to their degrees. If a juror has
a particular expertise in an area relevant to your case, you need to know this.
Seating a juror like this is like having an additional expert witness.

She will

consider herself an expert on that subject, and the other jurors may too.
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4. Feelings about lawsuits. Pay careful attention to the wording of
this question.

We ask the jurors to tell us their “feelings or opinions” about

personal injury lawsuits. We word the question this way because we’ve found
that the visceral jurors tend to give answers like “nothing” when asked what
they “think” about personal injury lawsuits, and the cerebral jurors tend to give
the “nothing” answer when asked how they “feel” about these kinds of lawsuits.
Although the question may seem repetitive, it’s actually been carefully worded to
get answers from as many jurors as possible.
Notice also that this is an open-ended question. In light of the fact that
tort reform and lawsuit abuse have been hot topics lately, we want to give the
jurors the opportunity to express themselves in their own words on this issue.
We think this is one of the most important questions to ask in every civil lawsuit.
Although the question in our sample questionnaire is about personal injury
lawsuits, the question could easily be reworded to read, “What are your feelings
or opinions about people who bring civil lawsuits?” A negative answer to this
question should always raise a red flag for a plaintiff’s attorney.
5. Would you sue? When asked whether they would sue if injured by
someone else’s negligence, many jurors will give answers like, “I’m not sure” or
“It depends.”

The reasons they give for their uncertainty can tell you the

quantity and quality of evidence you will need to present at trial.
As for the jurors who actually give unconditional answers to this question,
you should absolutely follow-up with them in voir dire. Start out by making sure
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they truly understood the question, explaining that in your hypothetical question
the other person really was responsible for a serious injury because of his
negligence. People who indicate that they would not sue, even after having the
question explained to them, are extremely unfavorable jurors for plaintiffs. This
is true because people tend to impose their own belief systems onto others, so
they will believe your client shouldn’t be suing the defendant.

Although this

question is valuable to attorneys on both sides in all civil cases, it is the most
important question for a plaintiff’s lawyer in a personal injury lawsuit.
6. Future and soft damages. Any juror who says she could never
award money in these areas can be disqualified in a personal injury case. Before
you can disqualify the juror, however, you must follow-up with her to make sure
she understands that the law requires her to award these damages if the
evidence supports such an award. Even if the juror retracts her position in voir
dire (perhaps after being questioned by the judge) and says that she would be
willing to listen to all the evidence before making a decision on that issue, you
should consider striking her with a peremptory. It’s been our experience that
the jurors’ belief systems will ultimately dictate their decisions, and jurors who
answer this question “no” initially rarely change their minds.
7. Punitive damages. First, we want to point out the importance of
defining the term “punitive damages” along with the question. Most jurors have
heard the term and have some idea what it means, but the majority of them will
be unsure of its exact definition.

Because punitive damages is another hot-83-
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button issue, we also made this question open-ended to identify which jurors
have particularly strong feelings on the subject.

If your case truly involves

punitive damages, this question is a must.
8. Personal experience with lawsuits. If a juror has been a party to
a lawsuit himself, he often starts out empathetic toward the side he was on in
his lawsuit. However, the outcome of his case will greatly affect his feelings
about your client.

We follow up this question by asking the juror what the

outcome of his case was and whether he has any negative feelings because of
that outcome. If a juror filed a lawsuit and did not get the award he thought he
deserved, for example, he may be especially hostile to a defendant. Any time
you have a juror who’s been a party to a lawsuit, find out what kind of suit it
was, what the outcome was, and how he feels about that outcome.
9.

Prior jury service.

Our research has shown that a juror with

previous jury experience is often elected foreperson. This is particularly true if
he was the foreperson on the prior jury.

Even if that juror is not elected

foreperson, other jurors are likely to look to him for leadership in deliberations.
It’s important to know how these potential leaders will react to your case. We
recommend asking the juror what kind of case he sat on, whether he was the
foreperson, and what the verdict was. Lawyers are often reluctant to ask the
juror the verdict because they feel it is improper. There is no prohibition against
asking a juror this question—the verdict is public record. That being said, it is
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clearly inappropriate to ask the juror any questions about the deliberative
process during his prior service.
We also recommend that you ask the juror whether he has any negative
feelings about his previous experience on a jury. If there was anything that
bothered him about his prior service that you can avoid in your case, you need
to know that.

Jurors often tell us, for example, that they were annoyed by

lawyers who kept repeating themselves.

This is an annoyance you certainly

want to avoid. When space permits, we recommend adding the following two
questions to your questionnaire: 1) “Did your prior jury service cause you to
have any favorable or unfavorable views of the justice system?” and 2) “Would
any of your feelings about your prior jury service carry over into your service on
this case?”
10. Television and newspapers. You can learn a lot about a person
by what TV shows she watches. A juror’s regular viewing choices give you an
insight into her personality. Similarly, what a juror chooses to read, if anything,
also says a lot about her.

For example, many cities have alternative weekly

papers that are much more liberal than their mainstream counterparts.

A

woman who regularly reads Atlanta’s weekly alternative, Creative Loafing, will
probably be driven by a different value system than one who sticks to the more
conservative Atlanta Daily Constitution.
11. Organizations. The answer to this question provides a snapshot
into the juror’s life. It tells you what he values and what anchors him in the
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community. Does he belong to a charitable organization or a country club? A
union? A political organization? A juror’s social affiliations often reveal how he
might react to the issues in your case.
12. People they admire most and least. Besides gaining information
from this question, you also gain insight into the juror’s thought process. Some
jurors list all family members as the people they admire most, while other jurors
put no family members on their lists. The former indicates people who are going
to be receptive, for example, to evidence about loss of companionship. A juror
who lists all businesspeople and politicians, on the other hand, is likely to be
more analytical, which means a different kind of evidence will appeal to him.
We usually see public figures on the least-admired list, such as the current
President or Sadaam Hussein. Jurors whose least-admired list is more personal,
naming perhaps an ex-spouse or former friend, are telling you that they’ve had
some dramatic negative experiences that are still influencing them.

Don’t

overlook the unconscious clues either. For example, if a male juror lists his three
least-admired people as the Devil, Osama Bin Laden, and Hillary Clinton, he has
some serious issues with strong women. Besides looking at each name on the
lists, look at the lists as a whole to see if they’re telling you anything else about
the juror.
13. Adjectives. This is one of the “must have” questions. How the
jurors view themselves reveals a tremendous amount about their value systems
and life experiences. We’ve provided a sample adjective question, but be sure to
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If your main goal as a defendant, for

example, is to keep the damage award to a minimum, it’s important for you to
find out which jurors consider themselves generous—and keep them off your
jury.
14. Hobbies and interests. Learning what the jurors do with their
time will tell you what motivates them. Reading the answer to this question is
like looking through a window into their homes. Their personal priorities and
values will greatly affect how they perceive the issues in your case.
Politics. Many people’s answers to the political question will mirror how
they feel about the current President. Jurors who like the President are going to
align themselves with him politically, and conversely, jurors who dislike the
President are going to identify themselves with the contrary view. The greatest
value in this question is that it identifies jurors who are more inclined to go
against popular opinion.
Financial decisions. The purpose of this question is to find out which
jurors are comfortable dealing with financial issues in general.

When you’re

asking the jurors to make a financial decision that will have a significant impact
on your client, you want to know which will be instrumental in the decision and
which are more likely to sit quietly while the numbers are being crunched in
deliberations.
15. The hardship and catch-all questions. The last two questions
are strategically placed at the end of the questionnaire. The first question allows
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the jurors to discuss any hardships that would prevent them from sitting on the
jury. We put this questionnaire at the end because we don’t want jurors to start
out thinking, “I’m not going to be on this jury anyway,” and then not take the
rest of the questionnaire seriously.
The very last question we ask gives the jurors an opportunity to vent.
They can say anything that’s on their minds.

This catch-all question is

sometimes referred to as a Rorschach question because it allows the jurors to
“blurt out” whatever they’re thinking.

We also call it an “oyster” question,

because you have to shuck a lot of oyster to get a pearl. By that we mean most
of the answers to this questions are run-of-the-mill, but when you get a good
one, it can be the most important answer on the questionnaire. When a juror
has a strong opinion about an issue in your case, the justice system in general,
or anything remotely relevant, you will see it in this answer.

We think this

powerful question should be at the end of every questionnaire because it often
answers the question you never thought to ask.
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Dos and Don’ts of Jury Questionnaires
Lisa Blue is a shareholder practicing toxic-tort litigation with Baron & Budd in Dallas. She also maintains
a practice as a counseling and forensic psychologist. Robert Hirschhorn is an attorney and lead jury
consultant for Cathy E. Bennett & Associates Inc., a jury and trial-consulting firm located in the DallasFort Worth area. West Publishing will publish the authors’ latest book — “ATLA’s Blue Guide to Jury
Selection” — this year.

by LISA BLUE and ROBERT HIRSCHHORN
Most attorneys think of jury questionnaires as time-saving devices — and
they are. But they’re also valuable for other reasons. For example, while the content
of the panel members’ answers can tell a lawyer how they feel about a case, the
way in which they answer may reveal how they process information. This is
important as a lawyer decides the most effective way to present evidence. Some
jurors, for example, absorb information better through visual aids; others may rely
heavily on statistical data when making decisions.
Another often-overlooked use of questionnaires is identifying areas for
bonding. An attorney may learn, for instance, that a panel member has a hobby in
common with the client or belongs to the same organization as one of the expert
witnesses. Never overlook an opportunity to help jurors connect with the individuals
on your side of the case.
Because jury questionnaires are an important tool on so many levels, it’s
essential to craft questionnaires that elicit the most information, in quality and
quantity, possible. There is no ideal jury questionnaire, but there are several
techniques a lawyer can use to improve questionnaires and tailor them to each case.
Here are some of the most important dos and don’ts of creating effective jury
questionnaires:
Do start with a confidentiality statement. Voir dire can be intimidating to
prospective jurors — especially when they see topics on the questionnaire that they
consider private. Attach a cover sheet explaining that the information the panel
members provide will be kept confidential. Also ask them to write “private” next to
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any answer they are not comfortable discussing openly during voir dire. If the jurors
trust that the lawyer will respect their privacy, they will be more forthcoming on
their questionnaires.
Do number questions. This sounds simple enough, but we’ve seen too many
cases where no one thought to number the questions. Fumbling through
questionnaires makes it difficult to discuss the answers with the judge and other
attorney. Anything that makes the questionnaire harder to work with will leave the
judge with a negative impression — and lawyers want judges to see questionnaires
as expediting the process rather than slowing it down.
Don’t make the questionnaire too long. The length of a questionnaire should
be proportionate to the amount of time a lawyer has to read them. There’s no point
in having a 20-page questionnaire if the lawyer only has 30 minutes to look over 40
of them. If an attorney spends voir dire re-asking questions jurors have already
answered in the questionnaire, panel members become annoyed.
Do ask some open-ended questions. Close-ended questions are good for
getting a lot of information quickly. However, always include a few open-ended
questions in questionnaires because they allow the panel members to express
themselves in their own words. This may help a lawyer notice that some jurors latch
onto a particular aspect of the case, for example, or that others have especially
strong feelings (because they’ve used capital letters or used exclamation points).
Do leave enough space for the jurors to answer. Another thing that will
irritate panel members is asking a question and then providing only half a line for
the answer. People typically will fill in however much space they’re given. So,
lawyers who provide one line for an answer to an open-ended question get much
less information than those who provide four lines.
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Hardship Last
Don’t let the answer space fall on a separate page from the question. This
may sound trivial, but bad page breaks cause problems in jury questionnaires. A
question left alone at the bottom of a page often gets overlooked. Every question
asked is significant, so do everything possible to make sure jurors answer them all.
Do ask an adjective question. Include an adjective question on every
questionnaire. It asks jurors to describe themselves by checking adjectives on a list.
Provide a wide range of adjectives, from general to case-specific. Here are some
suggestions: analytical, careful, compassionate, detail-oriented, emotional, frugal,
generous, impulsive, judgmental, old-fashioned, open-minded, skeptical and visual.
The selections the panel members make gives an idea not only of how they may
view a case but also how they will process the evidence presented.
Don’t allow any typographical or grammatical errors. Always have at least
one other person proofread the questionnaire. There inevitably will be a detailoriented panel member who corrects mistakes. Even if you aren’t the party who
typed the questionnaire, don’t run the risk that jurors will associate the error with
you.
Do save the hardship question until the end. If a lawyer begins a
questionnaire with the hardship question, jurors who think they will be let off often
do not take the rest of the questionnaire seriously. You don’t want panel members
thinking about being excused before they fill out their questionnaires effectively.
Do end with a question that lets jurors say anything that’s on their minds.
Always end questionnaires with an open-ended question that lets the panel
members vent — something as simple as the word “comments” with blank lines
after it. Although half of the panel may write nothing significant here, the ones who
do answer are revealing something specific about how they feel. Whether their
answers are about an issue in the case, the jury system as a whole or whatever,
view them as a red flag to follow up on in voir dire.
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SAMPLE CHALLENGE FOR CAUSE CHART
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57.

18.
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58.

19.

39.

59.

20.

40.

60.

CAUSE
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Personal Injury
JUROR QUESTIONNAIRE
The information provided in your answers to this questionnaire will be held confidential and will only be used during jury selection in this case1.
JUROR NAM E:
Juror #:
3. Your current/form er [if
/unem ployed] em ployer and job:

retired

1. Age:

2. W hat is your current m arital status?

Address:

If m arried, for how long?

Years at current address:
4. Highest grade you com pleted in
school:

How m any tim es have you been m arried?
5. Spouse/partner’s current/form er [if
retired/unem ployed] em ployer and job:

W hat is your job title/duties:
Years em ployed:
6. List the sex, age & occupation of your
children and/or step-children:

If college, list any degrees received:

W hat is this person’s job title & duties:
Years em ployed:
8. Have you ever served as a juror in a:
 Crim inal case
 Grand Jury
 Civil case
 Never served
W hat kind of civil case(s)?

9. Have you ever been a Plaintiff (person
suing) or a Defendant (person being
sued) in a lawsuit?  YES  NO If YES,
please explain:

7. Circle any of the following in which
you
have
received
any
training/education:
Accounting
Law
Defensive driving
Medicine
Em ployee training
Psychology
Finance
Traffic safety
Insurance
Trucking
10. Have you or anyone you know ever
held a job driving any kind of truck?
 YES  NO If YES, please explain:

W hat was the verdict?
W ere you the foreperson?  YES  NO
12. In your opinion, what type of training,
if any, should a person be given before
being allowed to work for a com pany as a
truck driver?

13. Have you or any fam ily m em bers ever
had any autom obile accidents?
 YES  NO If YES:
a. W ho had the accident?
b. W hat happened?

11. Have you or anyone you know ever
worked for an insurance com pany or
held a job that involved reviewing
claim s?  YES  NO If YES, please
explain:

c. W hose fault was the accident?
d. W as anyone injured or killed as a result
of this accident?  YES  NO
e. W as there a lawsuit filed?YES NO

14. Have you ever had the responsibility
of taking care of anyone who was
seriously ill or injured?  YES  NO If
YES, please explain:

16. How often do you wear a seatbelt?
 Always  Often  Rarely  Never
W HY?

15. Do you know anyone who is
paralyzed?  YES  NO If YES, please
tell us who and how that person becam e
paralyzed:

17. As a passenger in the front seat of a
car, under what circum stances, if any,
would you hold a sm all child in your lap?

19. If supported by the evidence, could
you consider awarding m oney for the
following:
Em otional Distress
 YES  NO
Mental Anguish
 YES  NO
Loss of Com panionship  YES  NO
Future Lost Earnings
 YES  NO
If you answered “NO” to any of the
above, please explain:

20. Are you:
 Conservative  Moderate  Liberal
21. W hat do you enjoy doing in your spare
tim e?

18. A car at an intersection turns left on a
yellow light and is hit by a truck that is
speeding. In that situation, who would you
say is responsible for the accident:
 CAR
 TRUCK
 BOTH
W HY?

23. Is there any reason why you would be
unwilling/unable to serve as a juror in a
personal injury case?
 YES  NO If YES, please explain:

22. W hat one person has m ost influenced
your life and why?

1

This sample questionnaire was originally constructed for legal-size paper, and has been formatted to fit on
8 ½ “ x 11" paper for these speech materials.
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The information provided in your answers to this questionnaire will be held confidential and will only be used during jury selection in this case1.
JUROR NAM E:
AGE:
Juror #:
1. W here do you work and what is your job?

2. W hat is your current m arital status?

W hat other jobs have you held?

W here does your spouse/partner work
and what is this person’s job?
5. Have you or anyone you know ever
owned, applied for work with, worked
for, or done business with, ABC
Corporation or any other m anufacturer
exterior insulation finishing systems
(EIFS) products? YES  NO If YES,
please explain:
8. Have you ever been a Plaintiff (the
person suing) or a Defendant (the
person being sued) in a lawsuit?
 YES  NO If YES, please explain:

4. Circle any of the following in which you
have received training or education:
Accounting
Construction
Architecture
Contracts
Business law Design or Drafting
Construction
Engineering
7. Have you or anyone you know ever
worked in the construction industry as a
carpenter, electrician, plum ber, laborer,
etc.? YES NO If YES, please explain:

3. H ighest grade you com pleted in
school:
If college, please list any degrees
received:
6. Have you or anyone you know ever
owned, applied for work with, worked for,
or done business with W ell Built Hom es
or any other construction industry
com pany?
 YES  NO If YES, please explain:
9. Have you ever used or purchased a
product you believed was defective? 
YES  NO If YES, please explain:

10. Have you ever purchased a product
where you felt the instructions or warnings
give n by the m an u f a c tu re r w e re
inadequate?  YES  NO If YES, please
explain:

11. W ho should be responsible for
seeing that a product is being used or
installed properly [Tall that apply]?
 Manufacturer
 Buyer
 User
 Other
PLEASE EXPLAIN:

12. Have you ever lived in a house or
apartm ent that leaked (roof, windows,
exterior, etc.)? YES  NO If YES,
what caused the leak and what did you
do about it?

13. W hat is the exterior construction of your
hom e or apartm ent [Tall that apply]?
 W ood
 Brick  Siding
 Stucco  Stone  Other
Have you ever built or rem odeled a hom e?
 YES  NO If YES, did you:
 Hire a general contractor
 Serve as your own general contractor
W HY?

14. W hile building or rem odeling a
hom e, have you or anyone you know
ever had a bad experience?
 YES  NO If YES, please explain:

15. W hat have you heard or read about
synthetic stucco or exterior insulation
and finishing systems (EIFS)?

16. In your opinion, what duties or
responsibilities does the m anufacturer of an
exterior insulation and finishing systems
(EIFS) have to the general contractor using
the EIFS on a hom e being built or
rem odeled?

17.In your opinion, whose responsibility
is it to inform hom eowners about the
quality of the products being used in the
construction/rem odeling of their hom e?
General contractor
Product m anufacturer
O ther
W HY?

18. W ould your opinion in Question 17
change if the hom eowner was also the
general contractor? YES NO W HY?

19. W hich of the following words best
describe you [Tall that apply]:
Assertive
Opinionated Careful
Practical
Cautious
Quiet
Handym an
Skeptical Im pulsive
Snap-decisions Inventive Sm art
Judgm ental
Technical Leader
Trusting
Logical
Visual
Naive
Other

20. List 3 people you adm ire most:
1.
2.
3.

21. Have you ever written a Letter to
the Editor? YES NO W HY?

List 3 people you adm ire least:
1.
2.
3.

Please tell us if there is anything else
that you feel is im portant for the parties
to know about you.

Have you heard or read about any
problem s associated with synthetic
stucco or exterior insulation and finishing
systems (EIFS)? YES  NO If YES,
what have you heard or read?

1

This sample questionnaire was originally constructed for legal-size paper, and has been formatted to fit on
8 ½ “ x 11" paper for these speech materials.
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Employment

JUROR QUESTIONNAIRE

Juror #

1.

Full Name:

Age:

2.

Please tell us where you work, how long you have worked there and describe your duties or
responsibilities [if unemployed or retired, please tell us about your last job]:

3.

Please provide the following information for your five (5) previous jobs:
DATE(S)

EM PLOYER

POSITION

REASON FOR LEAVING

 YES

 NO

4.

Have you ever been responsible for hiring, firing or promoting employees?

5.

How far did you go in school [if college, name the school(s) and any degree(s) received]?

6.

What is your current marital status?
If married, for how long?

7.

How many times have you been married?

Where does your spouse/partner work and what is this person’s job [if unemployed/retired, what
and where was this person’s last job]?

8.

What jobs has this person held in the past?

9.

Please list the sex, age and occupation for each of your children and step-children:

Sex

10.

Age

Occupation

Sex

Age

Occupation

Have you ever attended any lectures, seminars, courses, or have any special training, experience
or knowledge of, any of the following [please check (U) all that apply]:





11.

Accounting
 Business law
 Employee rights
Contracts
 Employment agreements
 Human resources
Psychology
 Corporations or corporate management
Telecommunications or the telecommunications industry

Have you or any family member ever been a Plaintiff (the person suing) or a Defendant (the person
being sued) in a lawsuit?  YES  NO If YES, please explain:
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Have you ever been a juror in a:  Criminal case
a.

What type of civil case(s)?

b.

What was the verdict(s)?

c.

Were you ever the foreperson?

times  Civil case

times  Never served

 YES  NO

Have you or anyone you know ever applied for work with or worked for any attorneys or law firms?
 YES  NO If YES, what attorneys or law firms?

14.

Have you or anyone in your family ever owned a business?  YES  NO If YES, who and what
type of business?

If the business is no longer open, why was it sold or closed?

15.

Have you or any family members ever worked for any large corporation(s)?  YES  NO If YES:
a.

Who?

b.

What corporation(s)?

c.

What was this person’s job(s)?

d.

Is this person still employed at the corporation(s)?

 YES  NO If NO, under what

circumstances did this person leave the corporation(s)?

16.

Have you, any family members or friends ever applied for work with, worked for, owned stock in,
or done business with XYZ Service Corporation, XYZ Corporation, ABC Communications, or any
other telecommunication company(ies)?  YES  NO If YES, who, what company(ies) and what
is/was the relationship with the company(ies)?

17.

Which of the following best describes your opinion of XYZ:
 Very Positive

18.

 Positive  Negative

 Very Negative

 No Opinion

Have you ever broken an oral or written contract or agreement with another person or a company?
 YES  NO If YES, please explain:

19.

Has any person or company ever broken an oral or written contract or agreement with you?
 YES  NO If YES, please explain:

20.

In your opinion, what duties or obligations does an employee owe to his/her employer?
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21.

In your opinion, what duties or obligations does an employer owe to the employees?

22.

Have you ever been terminated, dismissed, fired, or asked to resign from a job, or otherwise had
any bad experience(s) with an employer?  YES  NO If YES, please explain:

23.

Have you ever signed any type of employment contract or agreement?  YES  NO If YES, please
explain:

24.

Have you or any family member ever been discriminated against or witnessed any discrimination
by an employer because of age, sex, race, disability or national origin? G YES G NO If YES,
please explain:

25.

In your opinion, can you think of any reasons why an employer would to fail to honor an
employment contract or severance agreement with an employee?

26.

Generally speaking, do you feel jury verdicts in Dallas County are:
 TOO HIGH

 ABOUT RIGHT

 TOO LOW

PLEASE EXPLAIN YOUR ANSWER:

27.

Which of the following bests describes you? Please check (U) all that apply:
 Analytical

 Assertive

 Business-minded

 Careful

 Competitive

 Compulsive

 Creative

 Decisive

 Detailed

 Emotional

 Entrepreneur

 Impulsive

 Intelligent

 Judgmental

 Leader

 Logical

 Loyal

 Old-fashioned

 Open-minded  Opinionated

 Outspoken

 Patient

 Pro-business

 Pro-employee  Skeptical

 Snap-decision

 Strict

 Technical

 Thoughtful

 Visual

 Other

28.

Which radio and T.V. news programs do you listen to or watch most often?

29.

What newspapers, magazines or trade publications do you read?

30.

Who makes the day-to-day financial decisions in your home?

31.

Are you:  Very conservative

 Conservative

 Moderate

 Liberal

 Trusting

 Very liberal
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Please list all unions and civic, social, political, professional, and religious organizations to which
you now belong or have belonged:

33.

34.

Please list (3) people that you admire the most: (1)
(2)

(3)

Please list (3) people that you admire the least:

(1)

(2)

(3)

35.

Who is the one person who has most influenced your life and why?

36.

Is there anything else you feel the parties in this case should know about you?  YES  NO
If YES, please explain:

37.

Below is a list of law firms, attorneys, parties, and potential witnesses in this case. Please Please
check (U) the boxes if you know, have heard of, worked for, or hired any of the following:
NAME

KNOW

HEARD OF

WORKED FOR

HIRED
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Breach of Contract

JUROR QUESTIONNAIRE

Juror #

1.

Full Name:

2.

Where do you live?

3.

How long have you lived in this area of Texas?

4.

Have you ever lived in a foreign country?  YES  NO If YES, what country?

5.

Where do you work and what is your job title (if unemployed or retired, where did you work)?

How long have you worked there?

Age:

What are your main job responsibilities?

6.

What jobs have you held in the past?

7.

Have you ever been responsible for hiring, firing or supervising employees?

8.

How far did you go in school [if college, name the school(s) and any degree(s) received]?

9.

What is your marital status?
If married, for how long?

10.

 YES

 NO

How many times have you been married?

Regarding your spouse, ex-spouse or the person with whom you are living, what is this person's
occupation (IF UNEMPLOYED OR RETIRED, WHERE DID THIS PERSON WORK)?

11.

Please list the sex, age and occupation for each of your children and step-children:

12.

Have you attended any lecture(s), seminar(s) or course(s) in any of the following areas: Accounting,
business or business law, computers, contracts, electronics, finance, manufacturing, or sales and
marketing?  YES  NO If YES, which lecture(s), course(s) or seminar(s)?

13.

Have you, any family members or friends ever worked for, done business with, or owned stock in
Woopee Corporation, SumTing Electronics, Co., Ltd., SumTing Semiconductor, Inc., or any other
electronics, computer or computer parts manufacturing company?  YES  NO If YES, who, what
company(ies) and how long ago?

14.

Have you, any family members or friends ever owned a business?  YES  NO If YES, who and
what type of business?

If the business is no longer open, why was it sold or closed?
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Have you or anyone you know ever worked for an attorney or law firm?  YES  NO
If YES, what is the name of the attorney or law firm?

16.

Have you ever been a Plaintiff (the person suing) or a Defendant (the person being sued) in a
lawsuit?  YES  NO If YES, please explain:

17.

Have you ever been on a: [Check [U] all that apply and the number of times]
 Civil Jury

time(s)

 Criminal Jury

time(s)

a.

Did you serve as a juror in Federal court or State court?

b.

What type of civil case(s)?

c.

What were the verdict(s)?

d.

Were you ever the foreperson?

 YES
 Work

 Home

Please tell us if you use a computer at:

19.

How familiar are you with computer terminology and technology:

20.

 Familiar

time(s)

 NO

18.

 Very familiar

 Grand Jury

 Somewhat familiar

Have you ever heard of the term, “pyramid technology”?  YES

 Not Familiar

 NO If YES, what

do you understand this term to mean?

21.

In terms of computer hardware, have you ever heard of “High Energy Memory Products” (HEMP)?
 YES

22.

 NO If YES, what do you understand is the function of these products?

Have you ever been involved in negotiating or writing a contract?  YES  NO If YES, please
explain:

23.

Has anyone ever broken an oral or written promise that they made to you?  YES  NO If YES,
please explain:

24.

Have you ever broken an oral or written promise that you made to anyone?  YES  NO If YES,
please explain:

25.

When you hear the names of the following companies, what comes to your mind:
WOOPEE:
SUMTING:

26.

Is your opinion or impression of SumTing:

 Positive

 Negative

 Neutral
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Have you or anyone you know ever had a good or bad experience with a Japanese person or
company?  YES  NO If YES, please explain:

28.

Which of the following words would describe you? [Please check (U) all that apply]:
 Analytical

 Competitive

 Computer-Geek

 Emotional

 Entrepreneurial

 Intelligent

 Judgmental

 Logical

 Old-fashioned

 Opinionated

 Outspoken

 Practical  Selfish

 Strict

 Technical

 Sensitive

 Visceral

 Smart

 Other

29.

Have you ever served in the military?  YES  NO If YES, when and where did you serve?

30.

Have you ever belonged to a union(s)?  YES

31.

Please list any civic, social, professional or religious organizations to which you now belong or

 NO

If YES, what union(s)?

have belonged:

32.

Do you read any of the financial or computer newspapers or magazines?  YES

 NO If YES,

which newspapers or magazines?
33.

Do you listen to any radio programs or televisions shows that deal with financial or computer
issues?  YES  NO If YES, which radio or television shows?

34.

35.

Please list the 3 people you admire most:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Please list the 3 people you admire least:

(1)

(2)

(3)

36.

Please list the one person whom you feel most influenced your life and tell us why:

37.

Are you:  Very Conservative  Conservative  Moderate  Liberal

38.

What do you enjoy doing in your spare time?

39.

Is there anything that you feel is important for the Judge or the attorneys to know about you?

 Very Liberal
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JUROR QUESTIONNAIRE

Juror #

1.

Full Name:

Age:

2.

Where in Tarrant County do you live?

3.

Where do you work and what is your job (if unemployed/retired, where and what was your last job)?

How long have you worked there?

Job Description:

What are your main job responsibilities?
 YES  NO

4.

Have you ever been responsible for hiring, firing or supervising employees?

5.

How far did you go in school [if college, name the school(s) and any degree(s) received]?

6.

What is your marital status?

7.

If married, for how long?

8.

Where does your spouse/partner work and what is his/her job (if unemployed/retired, what and

How many times have you been married?

where was this person’s last job)?

9.
Sex

10.

Please list the sex, age and occupation for each of your children and step-children:
Age

Occupation

Sex

Age

Occupation

Have you had any training or education in any of the following areas: Accounting, grief counseling,
business management, business law, chemistry, construction, engineering, finance, insurance, oil
and gas production, pipelines, psychology, or safety?  YES  NO If YES, please explain:

11.

Have you, any family members or friends ever applied for work with, worked for, or done business
with ABC Pipeline Company, XYZ Pipeline Company, or any other company(ies) involved in the
exploration, production or refining of oil or gas?  YES  NO If YES, who, for what company(ies)
and what was the relationship with that company(ies)?

12.

Have you, any family members or friends ever applied for work with, worked for, or done business
with IBILT General Construction Company or any other construction company(ies)?  YES  NO
If YES, who, what company(ies) and what was the relationship with the company(ies)?

13.

Have you, any family members or friends ever owned a business?  YES  NO If YES, who and
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what type of business?
If the business is no longer open, why was it sold or closed?

14.

Have you or anyone you know ever worked for any attorneys or law firms?  YES  NO If YES,
who, what attorney(s) or law firm(s), and what was the relationship to this attorney(s) or firm(s)?

15.

Have you or any family members ever volunteered at, or contributed time or money to, any group
or organization which has as its goal the health and well-being of children [i.e., Feed the Children,
UNICEF, YMCA, etc.]?  YES  NO If YES, who, to what group(s) or organization(s) and why did
this person contribute the time or money?

16.

17.

How many times have you served on a:
 Civil Jury
time(s)
 Criminal Jury
a.
What type(s) of civil case(s)?

time(s)

b.

What were the verdict(s)?

c.

Were you ever the foreperson?

d.

What did you enjoy the most and least about serving on a jury?

 YES

 Never served

 NO

Have you ever been a Plaintiff (the person suing) or a Defendant (the person being sued) in a
lawsuit?  YES  NO If YES, please explain:

18.

Which of the following best describes your opinion of these companies:
a. ABC Pipeline Company:
Very Positive Positive Somewhat Positive Negative Very Negative Never heard of
b. XYZ Pipeline Company:
Very Positive Positive Somewhat Positive Negative Very Negative Never heard of
c. IBILT General Construction Company:
Very Positive Positive Somewhat Positive Negative Very Negative Never heard of

19.

What is the first thing that comes to your mind when you think of the following companies:
ABC Pipeline Company:

XYZ Pipeline Company:

IBILT General Construction Company:
20.

Have you, any family members or close friends ever been hurt, injured or had any type of bad
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experience with XYZ Pipeline Company, ABC Pipeline Company, or any other oil and gas or
pipeline company?  YES  NO If YES, please tell us who, what company(ies)and what was the
injury or experience(s)?

21.

How safe do you believe oil and gas pipelines are:
 Very safe

 Safe

 Somewhat safe

 Unsafe

 Very unsafe

WHY?

22.

What have you heard or read about the pipeline that exploded in December of 2000 and killed two
12 year old boys?

23.

Approximately how many times have you seen, read, heard, or talked about the deaths of the two
boys:

24.

a.

Television

b.

Newspaper

Times
Times

c. Radio

Times

d. Talked to people

Times

From what you have heard or read about the pipeline explosion that killed the two 12 year old boys,
what opinions have you formed about the case and who should be held responsible?

25.

Did you know either of the two boys (or do you know any of their family members) who died as a
result of the pipeline explosion?  YES  NO If YES, whom did/do you know and what is/was
your relationship to this person?

26.

Have you or any family members ever experienced the death of a child or other loved one?
 YES  NO If YES, please tell us who and what happened:

27.

The law says that if a person is killed as the result of negligence on the part of a business or
company, the person’s family is entitled to money for their loss of love, comfort and emotional
distress. Do you agree or disagree with this law?

 Agree

 Disagree

WHY DO YOU FEEL THIS WAY?

28.

What type of evidence, facts or information would be important to you in deciding how much
money the companies responsible for this accident should be required to pay to the families?
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What is the most and least amount of money you feel the companies should be required to pay to
each family?
MOST:

30.

31.

LEAST:

Which of the following words best describe you? [Please check (U) all that apply]:
 Analytical
 Careful
 Cautious
 Child advocate
 Emotional

 Environmentalist

 Family-oriented

 Generous

 Impulsive

 Judgmental

 Logical

 Old-fashioned

 Open-minded

 Opinionated

 Outspoken

 Practical

 Pro-business

 Pro-worker

 Religious

 Sensitive

 Sentimental
 Skeptical
 Technical
 Visual
 Other:
To which unions or civic, social, professional, or religious organizations do you currently belong
or have you belonged?

32.

Which newspaper(s) or magazine(s) do you subscribe to or read on a regular basis?

33.

Please list your 3 favorite television shows: (1)

34.

35.

(2)

(3)

Please list the 3 people you admire most:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Please list the 3 people you admire least:

(1)

(2)

(3)
 Very Conservative

 Conservative

 Moderate

 Liberal

36.

Are you:

37.

What do you enjoy doing in your spare time?

38.

Is there anything that you feel is important for the parties to know about you?

 Very liberal
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JUROR QUESTIONNAIRE

Juror #

1.

Full Name:

Age:

2.

Where in Texas you live?

3.

Where do you work and what is your job (if unemployed or retired, where did you work)?

Length of Employment:

Title or Position:

What are your main job responsibilities?
4.

What jobs have you held in the past?

5.

Have you ever held a job that required you to hire, fire or supervise employees? YES  NO

6.

How far did you go in school [if college, name school(s) and any degree(s) received]?

7.

What is your current marital status?
If married, for how many years?

8.

How many times have you been married?

Where does your spouse/partner work and what is this person’s job (if unemployed/retired,
where did this person work)?

9.

What jobs has this person held in the past?

10.

Please list the sex, age and occupation for each of your children and step-children:

Sex

11.

Age

Occupation

Sex

Age

Occupation

Have you attended any lectures, seminars or courses in any of the following areas:
Accounting, automobile design, business law, defensive driving, engineering, finance,
insurance, law, mechanics, medicine, traffic safety, or psychology?  YES  NO If YES,
what lectures, seminars or courses?

12.

Have you, any family members or friends ever worked for any insurance company(ies) or
held a job that involved reviewing claims?  YES  NO If YES, who, for what company(ies)
and what was this person’s job?
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Have you or any family member ever owned a business?  YES  NO If YES, who, when
and what type of business?

If the business is no longer open, why was it sold or closed?

14.

Have you or anyone you know ever hired, applied for work with, or worked for any
attorneys or law firms?  YES  NO If YES, who, which attorneys or law firms, and what
was this person’s relationship to the attorneys or law firms?

15.

Do you know any attorneys on a personal basis?  YES  NO If YES, whom do you and
how do you know this person?

16.

Have you, any family members or friends ever applied for work with, worked for, done
business with, or owned stock in, Majestic Motors or any other company(ies) engaged in
the design, manufacture, sales, or repair of automobiles or other vehicles?
 YES  NO If YES, who, what company(ies), when, and what was this person’s job?

17.

Have you or anyone you know ever applied for work with, worked for, done business with,
or owned stock in any company that designs, manufacturers, advertises, or markets
automobile safety equipment such as air bags, seatbelts, brakes, etc.?  YES  NO
If YES, please explain:

18.

Have you, any family members or close friends ever been a Plaintiff (the person suing) or
a Defendant (the person being sued) in a lawsuit?  YES  NO If YES, please explain:

19.

How many times have you served as a juror in a:
 Criminal case

times  Civil case

times  Grand Jury

times  Never served
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a.

What type(s) of civil case(s)?

b.

What was the verdict(s)?

c.

Were you the foreperson?

 YES  NO

What kind(s) of vehicle(s) have you and your family members owned in the past ten (10)
years?

YEAR

21.

MAKE

MODEL

DRIVER(S)

Have you or anyone you know ever owned or driven a Majestic SUV or similar vehicle?
 YES  NO If YES, please tell us who, what kind of vehicle and what year the vehicle
was built:

22.

When you are in your vehicle, do you always wear your seatbelt?  YES

23.

How safe reliable do you believe automobile seatbelts to be?
 Very reliable

 Somewhat reliable

 Reliable

 NO

WHY?

 Not reliable

WHY DO YOU FEEL THIS WAY?

24.

In your opinion, what could happen to a person who is in an automobile accident and
whose seatbelt is improperly secured?

25.

Have you or any family members had any automobile accidents within the past fifteen (15)
years?  YES  NO

If YES:

a.

How many accident(s)?

b.

Who had the accident(s)?

c.

What types of vehicles were involved in the accident(s):

d.

What caused the accident(s)?

e.

Was anyone injured or killed as a result of this accident(s)?

 YES  NO

f.

Was there a lawsuit(s) filed?

 YES  NO
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g.

What was the outcome of the lawsuit?

h.

How did you feel about the outcome of the lawsuit?

Have you ever had the responsibility of taking care of a friend or family member who was
seriously injured?  YES  NO If YES, please explain:

27.

Whom would you start out favoring in a case in which a woman is suing an automobile
manufacturer claiming that she was permanently injured in an accident in which her
seatbelt did not work properly:

 The woman

 The automobile manufacturer

 Don’t know
PLEASE EXPLAIN YOUR ANSWER:

28.

In general, what are your feelings or opinions about personal injury lawsuits?

29.

Punitive damages is an amount of money a jury may, but does not have to, award to punish
or set an example of a Defendant. What are your feelings about awarding punitive
damages?

30.

There has been a lot written about tort reform (limiting the amount of damages that can be
awarded in lawsuits). What are your feelings about tort reform?

31.

Are you or anyone you know a member of CALA (Citizens Against Lawsuit Abuse),Texas
Civil Justice League or any other groups or organizations favoring tort reform?  YES 
NO If YES, who and to which groups or organizations does this person belong?

32.

Which of the following would you use to describe yourself? [Please check (U) all that
apply.]:
 Analytical

 Careful

 Compassionate

 Compulsive

 Creative
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 Emotional

 Generous

 Good driver

 Impulsive

 Judgmental

 Kind

 Logical

 Naive

 Old-fashioned

 Open-minded

 Opinionated

 Outspoken

 Practical

 Private

 Quiet

 Religious

 Selfish

 Sensitive

 Shy

 Skeptical

 Smart

 Strict

 Successful

 Technical

 Thoughtful

 Trusting

 Other:

Please list any unions or civic, fraternal, professional, religious, social, or other
organizations to which you now belong or have belonged:

34.

Please list the newspapers, magazines, professional journals, or periodicals to which you
subscribe or read on a regular basis:

35.

How many hours a week do you spend watching television?

36.

Please list your 3 favorite television shows: (1)

37.

38.

(2)

(3)

Please list the 3 people you admire most:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Please list the 3 people you admire least:

(1)

(2)

(3)

39.

Please list the one person you feel most influenced your life and tell us why:

40.

What do you enjoy doing in your spare time?

41.

Are you:  Very Conservative  Conservative  Moderate

42.

Is there anything else you feel the parties in this case should know about you?

 Liberal

 Very Liberal

 YES  NO If YES, please explain:
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Employment / Breach of Contract
VOIR DIRE QUESTIONS
INTRODUCTION:
Tell the jurors that this is a very big and a very important case. Do a SHORT summary of
the case and the damages we are seeking. This summary should take no more than 2
minutes. We are not trying to persuade but instead, trying to identify potentially bad jurors.
Tell the panel that, “Being a good juror and a good citizen means that if this case is not the
right one for you to serve on, just let the lawyers and Judge know.”
Tell the jurors there are no right or wrong answers to the questions you will be asking. All
that you are asking of the jury is that they be honest and forthright in their answers.
Do not tell the jurors that you are looking for 12, “...fair and impartial jurors.” This will
condition the jurors to give the fair and impartial response rather than the honest response.
Let the jury know that many times jurors want to talk privately about an answer to a
question. Tell them if any juror would feel more comfortable sharing an answer in private,
that person should simply let you know.
Tell the jurors that it’s been your experience that many jurors believe that if they don’t
talk, they won’t be selected. Then tell the jurors that the quickest way to be selected is not
to say anything. In other words, jurors who talk, walk. Jurors who have nothing to say,
stay!
1.

[Pick a juror] [Juror’s name], imagine you were in a race with someone and that person
got to start before you did, would you agree with me that would not be fair? The same
thing applies in a trial. If a juror would start off the trial favoring the Defendant, that would
not be fair. [Juror’s name], I am going to be talking about a number of issues in this case
and if at any point you feel that you are favoring the Defendant, would you feel comfortable
raising your hand and saying, “[Your First Name], I feel like I’m favoring the Defendant in
this case?” [Go to another juror] [Juror’s name], would you feel comfortable raising your
hand and saying, “[Your First Name], I feel like I’m favoring the Defendant in this case?”
[Ask the same question to a third juror]. Is there anyone on the panel who would not
be willing to raise their hand and let me know if at any point they feel like they are favoring
the Defendant.
Explain to the jurors that when lawyers refer to a juror having a bias or prejudice,
they mean a pre-judgement, leaning or favoring one side over the other. Tell the
jurors that if they have any pre-judgment or a leaning about any of the issues, to
please let you know.
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We all have biases or prejudices, whether it is teams we favor, foods we like and dislike
or even issues in a court case. Let give you an example, my wife and I have young
children, so if I was called as a juror in a case where a Doctor was being sued for harming
a baby during a delivery, I could not be a fair juror for the Doctor. Another example would
be my Uncle, he worked for a large company his whole life and he could not be a fair juror
in a case where a person was suing a large company. [Pick a juror] [Juror’s name], can you
think of a type of civil case where you would say, “[Your First Name], I could not be a fair
juror in that type of case”. [Ask 3 or 4 more jurors that question]. So you see, we all
have types of cases or issues where we could not be fair. If I raise any issue and you are
feeling that you have a negative view or you just couldn’t be fair, [Pick a juror] [Juror’s
name], will you please tell me? Is there anyone who would feel uncomfortable raising their
hand and telling me?

BURDEN OF PROOF
3.

In a civil case, the party bringing the case must prove their case by a preponderance of the
evidence. Here is what that means: [Pick up a ream of paper] As you can see, I have a
ream of paper in my right hand. Let’s say I present this amount of evidence, and let’s say
the defense presents [pick up another ream of paper] this amount of evidence. If the
amount of evidence is equal, we have not proven our case by a preponderance and Sara
loses. However [pick up a single sheet of blue paper], if we present even a single sheet
more of evidence [place the blue sheet on the right ream], then by law, we have proved
our case by a preponderance of the evidence and the jury must find in favor of Sara. Now
let me ask you a few questions. [Pick a juror] [Juror’s name], there are some people who
feel that a person coming to court in a civil case should have to prove their case by more
than a preponderance. How do you feel about this?

4.

Is there anyone on the second row who feels that we should have to prove our case by
more than a preponderance of evidence? If any juror says Yes, follow up with: [Juror’s
name], image that a preponderance of evidence means 50.1%, what percentage would
you feel we should have to prove our case by? After the juror gives their percentage,
follow up with, understanding that the law says we only have to prove our case by a
preponderance, what you are telling me is that you still feel we should have to prove our
case by more than a mere preponderance. Thank the juror for his honesty and ask if
it’s OK with her/him, if we talk some more about this later.

5.

Who else in the jury panel agrees with [juror’s name], that we should have to prove our
case by more than a preponderance of the evidence? It’s OK if you feel this way, but
would you please raise your hand and let me know you feel this way.

6.

In this case, we believe the evidence will show that the severance package that Sara was
denied had a value of 8 to 10 million dollars. There are some people who feel that if a
person is seeking 8 to 10 million dollars, they should have to prove their case by more than
a preponderance of evidence. [Pick a juror] [Juror’s name], do you feel that a person
seeking 8 to 10 million dollars should have to prove their case by more than a
preponderance of evidence? Who else on the first row feels that we should have to prove
our case by more than a preponderance of evidence? Second row, third ....
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CONTRACTS
7.

Some people believe a person should be entitled to compensation if a former employer
broke a written promise regarding a severance package. Do you agree or disagree and
tell us why?

8.

If an employer refuses to pay an executive her severance package, should she be entitled
to sue the former employer? Why do you feel this way?

9.

Which of the following best describes your feeling or opinion about an executive suing her
former company for breach of contract: strongly approve, approve, oppose or strongly
oppose

10.

If an employer made a promise to you in writing and failed to live up to the agreement,
what would you do?

11.

The law says that if the terms of a contract are vague or ambiguous, the jury must interpret
the contract against the party who wrote the terms. [Pick a juror] Do you agree with this
law? Does anyone on the first row disagree with this law? Second row, third row....

12.

Applying the law to this case means that if you believe the contract or severance
agreement is vague or ambiguous, you must interpret it favorable to Sara. [Pick a juror] Do
you think this is fair? Will everyone promise to follow and apply this law?

13.

One of the contracts or severance agreements in this case said that if Sara stayed with the
company until the merger was complete, she would receive $500,000 (if there is an
objection that we are trying to commit the jurors to the facts of the case by stating the sum
of $500,000, then say, “she would receive a substantial sum of money). Has anyone on
the jury panel ever had a contract with an employer that said if the company is involved in
a merger and you stay till the merger is complete, you will receive a sum of money?

14.

A different and separate agreement in this case said that Sara would be entitled to her
severance package if any number of things happened, such as if she felt she was demoted
or if she felt her duties or responsibilities where changed. Has anyone on the jury panel
ever signed a similar agreement with an employer.

15.

One of the interesting aspects of this case is that the contract or severance agreement in
this case uses the language, “in the Executive’s reasonable judgment”. Let me begin by
asking this question. [Pick a juror] What does the phrase “in the Executive’s reasonable
judgment” mean to you. Ask 3 or 4 more jurors what this phrase means to them.

16.

[Pick a juror] Would it be fair to say that you consider yourself a reasonable person? And
would you say that at your job, when you have an important decision to make, that you use
your reasonable judgment when you make your decision?

17.

[Pick a juror] Generally speaking, if a person has risen to the level of a President of a
division of a company, would you think that person has a track record of using reasonable
judgment? Does anybody on the first row disagree with this? Second row, third row....
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DEMOTION
18.

Can a person keep a job title but still be demoted? Can you give me an example?

19.

Have you or anyone you know ever been demoted or received a loss of benefits or a
reduction of responsibility?

20.

If a company kept a person’s salary, benefits and title the same but gave the person
reduced responsibilities, I want to ask each member of the jury panel if you would consider
this a demotion, promotion or no change at all?

21.

If a person had authority and responsibility over four divisions in a company and then took
away from the person three of the divisions, but kept their title and salary the same, would
you consider this action to be a demotion, promotion or no change at all?

DISCRIMINATION
22.

Have you ever been in a situation at work where you felt that you were being discriminated
against?

23.

Have you or any family member ever filed, or thought about filing, a discrimination charge
or lawsuit against anyone? If Yes, please tell us about that situation.

24.

Do you know anybody who has experienced any type of discrimination? If Yes, please tell
us about that situation.

25.

In your opinion, how much sex discrimination is in the business world today: a lot, some,
a little or none at all.

26.

In your opinion, what are some subtle examples of how a company could discriminate
against a person on the basis of sex?

EMPLOYER RESPONSIBILITY
27.

Some people feel that employers should be responsible for their action and other people
feel that employers should not be held responsible for their actions. How do you feel about
this?

28.

Do you now or have you ever owned stock in XYZ?

29.

[Go row by row] How many jurors on the front row has local or long distance telephone
service provided by XYZ?

30.

Would you consider the quality of service provided by XYZ to be:
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

31.

In this case, we believe that Sara is entitled to her severance package from XYZ. After 20
years of service with XYZ, her severance package is worth $ 8 - 10 Million. [Pick a juror
who is a XYZ customer] Do you feel that if you were a juror in this case and you returned
a verdict in favor of Sara that your phone rates or phone service will be affected?

XYZ
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Does anyone on the panel feel this way, please raise your hand and let me know?
Anybody?
A.
B.

If any juror says “YES”, [Juror’s name], would you agree that you feel strongly about
this issue?
Would it be fair to say that your strong opinion means that you have a prejudgment
about this issue or this case?

LARGE CORPORATIONS
33.

Have anyone on the jury panel ever worked for a large corporation?

34.

What did you like and dislike about working for that corporation?

35.

Have you ever held a job in human resources or where you were responsible for writing,
reviewing or enforcing company policy? If yes, would you please tell us about that
situation?

36.

Some people like to work for large corporations (even prefer working for large corporations)
because they feel the pay and benefits are so good. Other people feel that large
corporations treat their employees so poorly that no amount of money or benefits can
make up for that treatment. [Juror’s name], would you prefer working for a large corporation
or a small company? How many people on the first row would prefer working for a large
company, second row, third....

LOSS OF JOB OR BENEFITS
37.

Many of us have had a job where we were treated well by our employer. Has anyone on
the panel ever had a job where you were treated poorly by your employer?

38.

Have you ever been fired or resigned from a job? What were the circumstances and what
if anything did you do about that situation?

39.

Have you ever felt you were treated poorly by an employer? Please tell us about that?

40.

Have you ever had to fire or request the resignation of a person from a job? If yes, please
tell us about that.

41.

Have you ever felt forced or pushed out of a job?

42.

Can you think of any reasons why a company would deny an employee their severance
package?

43.

Have you ever know anyone who lost their job or was fired from a job? What were the
circumstances and what if anything did this person do about that situation?

44.

Did this person have an employment contract? What were the terms of the contract?
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MERGERS
45.

Has anyone on the jury panel ever worked for a company that was bought and merged with
another company?

46.

If any juror answers YES to the previous question, follow up with: Was that merger
a positive or negative experience for you? If any juror says negative, follow up with:
[Juror’s name], one of the greatest aspects of our jury system is that we want people from
all walks of life with all types of life experiences to serve as jurors. My question to you is
this: if you are chosen as a juror in this case, will you base your verdict on the evidence,
witnesses and law and start this trial with an open mind? If the juror says Yes, follow up
with: So what you are telling the Judge is that you will be fair and neither party is starting
out with an advantage in your mind since you have not heard any of the evidence in this
case yet? So, starting the trial, you are telling us that both the Plaintiff and the Defense
are starting off even, right?

OBJECTIONS
47.

During the trial, there are rules which govern how a witness should answer a question. If
I feel the witness is breaking one of those rules, I have a duty to object. How are you going
to feel if I have to object often while a witness is testifying?

48.

During a football or basketball game, if a referee sees an infraction, there is a flag thrown
or a whistle blown. The same thing is true in a courtroom -- we call it an objection. None
of us like to watch games with lots of fouls, but if fouls aren't called, the game gets out of
hand. I am concerned that I may have to object quite often during this trial. How are you
going to feel if I stand up and object a lot?

49.

Some jurors get offended/distracted when a lawyer objects too often. Other jurors are not
affected by this process. How do you think you will react?

SEVERANCE PACKAGES
50.

Have you ever held a job where you received stock or stock options? Tell us about that
situation.

51.

Have you or any family member ever gotten a severance package from a job? If yes, how
would you have felt if you were entitled to your severance package and your former
employer refused to give it to you?

52.

Has anyone on the panel heard the term, “Golden Parachute”? [If any juror says Yes] What
do you understand that term to mean?

53.

There are some people who feel that even if an employee was entitled to a severance
package, that the former employee should not sue the employer. Is there anyone on the
first row who feels this way?
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MISCELLANEOUS
54.

When you have a very important decision to make, do you make it with your heart or your
mind?

55.

If your heart said the Plaintiff should win and your mind said the Defendant should win,
which way would you go?

56.

In a case where a female executive is suing her former employer claiming breach of
contract and discrimination, is there anyone on the first row who would start the trial
favoring the employer, even if only slightly?

57.

Is any one on the jury panel a member of CALA (Citizens Against Lawsuit Abuse or any
other group or organization that favors limiting the amount of money a person is entitled
to recover in a lawsuit?

58.

How many members of the jury panel have ever served in the military?

59.

Can a person in the military keep their rank and pay but still be effectively demoted? Can
you give me an example of how that could happen?

60.

Is there anyone sitting in the panel saying, if only Keith had asked me this question, he
would have learned something very important about me?

61.

Is there an question I should have asked that would have told me a lot about how you feel
about a case like this?

62.

What are some ways that a company pushed an unwanted employee out the door?
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